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SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTED PUNTS

Huerta Repotted Still Willing to Hand In
His Resignation if Necessary

OAUCII IS DESIRED
AMERICAN

CONSUL LETCHER IS
ASKED TO LEARN ABOUT

CONSTITUTIONALISTS TO SEND REPRESENTATIVES

'

They Wish to Be Included in Formulating a Policy Under Which
All Mexico Can Exist in Peace as a Nation, and the Mediators
Are Anxious That They Send Delegates, in Order That
the New Government May Have Their Recognition
Niagara Palls, Ont., May 27. The
of the
mediation body, ' composed
South American envoys and the American and Mexican delegates suspended thir work here today to attend a
garden party In Toronto in honor of
the governor general of Canada, his
royal highness, the duke of Conn-aughthe duchess and the Princess
Patricia. Sir John Gibson, lieutenant
governor of Ontario, is to be the host.
,The mediation colony prepared to
leave here early and will return tonight.
As the party left for' Toronto, for a
day of real diversion, the first break
from almost continued labor, it was
evident all were highly confident of a
successful outcome of the conferences.
With the land question satisfactorily
adjusted the mediators and,,. delegates
were concentrating their attention on
the exact manner in which, a new provisional government might. ,4)6 set up
to succeed the present regime.
That General Huerta has formally
Indicated his willingness to abide by
the program thus far outlined here is
no longer doubted. The effort now
Is to arrange for a change of executives in a dignified manner. The mediation conference In all probability
will not choose a provisionaLpresl-dent- .
This will have to foe done by
the Mexico City government Itself.
But the process which Is receiving
consideration Is the drawing up of a
list of representative Mexicans from
whlcn a number might be appointed
fiyHpUnited States and all, parses1
concerned so that there would be 'no
doubt of recognition. This select few,
it ia understood, ill be submitted to
the consiitutlorialista. An effort also
will be made t obtain the viewpoint
of the' ZaparlsWeiement,
t,

only for the purpose of furnishing

in-

formation.
'
Today's development, which une
of
doubtedly was one
a long conference General Carranza
has been holding over a special telegraph wire with Emilio Zubaran, his
minister of the interior, in charge of
the constitutionalist agency here, was
pointed out as justifying the optimism
of the last day or two in official cirdirect-outcom-

cles.

Jose' Vasooncelos, one of the Carranza agents, who has been mentioned
as a probable choice to represent General Carranza at Niagara Falls, still is
in the city; Luis Babrera another
agent, arrived at New York today on
the steamer Olympic from Europe;
Fernando I. Calderon, a third constitutionalist representative is in El Paso.
It has been said tihat if General Car
ranza sent representatives to the Niagara conference, those three mtJi
probably would be selected.
Although the constitutionalists have
reiterated that they are willing to
participate in any mediation j which
dealt with the relations of Mexico
with the United States,, and that they
opposed to taking part in any mediation over the internal jafairs of.Mex'
Mo, It wa
pointed xit that the re-'currinc proposal for the establishment
of a provisional government to be selected by the mediators, the Huerta
delegates and the American delegates
and to be recognized by the United
States may have advanced the situation rto Ike point where the constitutionalists' think tt best for their interests to have representatives on the
ground.

Guadalajara Is Cut Off
On Board United States Ship California, Mazatlan, Mex., May 2&( via
wireless to San Diego, May 27. The
;,'..' . Mediators In Toronto
first
stage of the siege of Guadalajara
Toronto, Ontario, May 27. The "A.
B. C." mediators and the United States has been accomplished by the conarrived here stitutionalists with the interception of
Mexican

MISSING

MAN

Washington, May' 27. Instructions
to American Consul Letcher to furnish the state department with additional Information to complete the record so far as possible in the case of
Gustave Bauoh, the American railroad
meehanlo arrested by the constitutionalist authorities at Juarez, Febru
ary 18, last, and who later disappeared, wasi the foundation of a report
that the department is about to reopen tfle case and also the Benton
case.
,
The purpose was explained today
as being to close it up by procuring
the few fragments of information still
availlble regarding his disappearance
from the Juarez prison.
There is no known intention of making any fresh representation at this
stage although without doubt the
Bauch case will figure In tho 'final
adjustment of claims to be preferred
against the Mexican government when
peace is rest-edBauch disappeared two days after
'his arrest, and friends who visited the
jail with food and bedding could get
no trace of him. It is generally supposed he was executed.
It was reported to the diplomatic
sources here today toat the constitutionalists had discovered what they
considered new evidence to substan
tiate the contention that Benton at.
tacked General Villa, m' the fray
which ended in his death.
,
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j

GOES TO PEN

Santa Fe.'May 27. Judge W. H.
Pope today sentenced four prisoners,
including a woman and a deputy United States marshal took them to the
penitentiary Immediately. Adrian Moreno and .Margarito Duarte were given
three months and $100 fine each for
selling liquor without a license at MoGaffeys lumber camp, while, Geno-vevSabate Rinoon was given four
months and $100 fine for the same
crime. D. H. Herrara was given 60
days and $100 fine for selling liquor
'
to an Indian.
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Denver, May 27. The legislative
committee appointed ' to consider
means of (settling the Colorado coal
miners' strike today decided to work
In three divisions. George Stephan
and John F. Pearson will go to Routt,
Gunnison and Garfield counties; Sam
uel J. Burrls and Siewers Fincher to
Las Animas, Huerfano and Fremont
counties; and C E. Smedley and W.
D. Wright to Boulder ana rt'eld counties.
It has not been decided when the
subcommittees will go to the strike
fields. Hywell Davies and W. B. Fair-ley- ,'
mediators appointed by the seo
tetary of labor, started for Washing
ton iatp $odr'A: large amount of information to je supplied by interested
parties in the strike is not yet avail
able, and the investigators decided to
return for a- conference with Secretary Wilson, then make, a second visit
to Colorado. They expected to be out
of the state about ten days.
Subpoenas were served today upon
Alma V. Lafferty and John R. Lawson
requiring them to be present tomorrow at the court martial of Lieutenant
K. E. Liuderfelt- - A subpoena direct
ed to John McLennan was not served,
as he is out of the city.
Mrs. Lafferty refused to affirm or
deny that a subpoena has been served
on her, but said she would consult
her attorney and decide whether or
not to appear at the court martial.
"Mr. Lafferty is not at home," she
explained, "and without his advice I
am in doubt as to what I ought to

-

,

and
delegates
that city
shortly before noon today. They will all communictlon between
return to Niagara Falls this evening. and the capital. Information reached
tbe( American fleet today that the constitutionalists had cut, the telegraph
.
Constitutionalists ' Want Delegate
r Washington, May . 27. Repreeenta-- . and railroad lines at Yurecuaro.
tf vfes of the conBtltutionalisep? here Yurecuaro is in northern Mlchoacan
the-- ques- about Jialf war between' tJuadalaraja
took eteps today to
tion of representation at the Niagara and juahajuato. and a seizure of the
'mediatioffeonference.
John Lind and Mexican Central at that ipoint not only
O. A. Douglass, legal representative of cuts off reinforcements from Mexico
the constitutionalists, held what was City but intercepts as well the branch
- termed a
neutral conference early to- line that comes north from Los Reyes.
There is no danger of a Yaqul Inand
later went to the state deday
partment to take up the subject with dian rising in the valley back of Guay-maaccording to assurances given the
Secretary Bryan, who had gone to the
capital to confer with senators of the commander of the gunboat Annapolis
(foreign relations committee.
Their by the constitutionalists
operating
conference with the secretary was, on ground Guaymas. The American comthat account, deferred until later in mander has arranged with constituthe day.
tionalist headquarters to communicate
Neither Mr. Lind ne-- Mr. Douglass' through his lines with the 62 Ameriwould disclose under what conditions cans now in the Yaqui river valley,
the constitutionalists were willing to however, to make sure that they are
participate, but the opinion was re- not in need of assistance. The Spanvived that the powers of a Carranza ish residents of Acapulco have taken
representative would be very limited, jto the water for safety. With what-- j
gjerhaps without plenary ai Jiority and ever personal property they have been

' 27. Theodore
May
Roosevelt, as president, was ready to
take measures "equivalent to action In
time of war" to end, the great strike
in the anthracite mines in 1902. He
was determined to take action even
though an effort should be made to Impeach him for it.
Mr. Roosevelt so testified In giving
testimony here today before a referee
in the suit of Alexander T. Wales, a
lawyer of Binghainton, N. J., against
John P, White, president of the United Mine Workers of America for fees
he alleges are due him for the part
he took in settling the strike.
"In September," said Mr. Roosevelt,
"the strike situation began to grow
acute. It was a situation full of menace to the country, 1 asked to appear
before me representatives of ojwrators
and miners. I regarded the attitude
of John Mitchell, then head of the
miners, as reasonable,' and the attitude of the operators as unreasonable
and offensive."
After telling of his efforts to settle
the. strike
hrough. a commission of
arbitration which Grove'r Cleveland
consented to head, he continued:
"I made up my mind I would have
to take drastic action unless the operators and miners got together. I in
tended to send in the United States
army but I only wanted to get it in
there, and I'd take care of the situa

Epsom, May 27. The derby, best
known of the. English classio horse
races, was won today by an American
horse, Herman B, Duryea's Durbar IL
The winner's recent form in France
had been considered so poor that ha
was regarded here as a rank outsider
and odds of 25 to 1 were freely laid
against him in the clubs last night.
Today he had no trouble in disposing
of a huge field of 30 horses, the largest
that has turned out for the race since
1863. He won in a canter by three
lengths from two other outsiders,
Harpsburg and Peter the Hermit.
The betting jUBt before the' start of
the race was 20 to 1 against Durbar
.(
'. V
II, 33 to 1 against Hapsburg and 100Huerta's Ministers Flee
to 1 against Peter the Hermit.
Vera Cruz, May 27. Mexicans ar
The public favorites never flattered
riving from the capital today report
their supporters at any stage of the
that Jose Maria Lozano, former minisrace. Kenny more, who led the betting.
ter of communications, and Querido
behaved so badly at the post that h
Moheno, formerly foreign minister but
delayed the start and' when the ficl)
now supposed to be holding Hie portwas finally sent away he was left in i
folio of commerce and industry, are
bad position. Policrtes made all ti;
'.'
missing.
running to the half distance, with
Some y circles Mar Vke capijal, give
Black Jester, Hapsburg, Dan Rufh'
credit to rumors"; that the two minisand" Durbar II close up. R6undlEg Tut
ters have been 'shot, but the majority
tenham corner, Durbar II Jumped In
of the people ia Mexico City believe
on the rail and took up the running.
He held the command to the finish,
they have become convinced that the
is
success of the constitutionalists
easily stalling off several challengers.
Dan Russel was fourth. The time of
only a matter of a short time and have
decided to retire into hiding from the
the race was 2 minutes 37 seconds,
a fraction of a second quicker than
possible vengeance of the followers of
Carranza.
tion.
the average.
Rumors have been current in Vera
"I told Senator Quay of Pennsylvania
Mr. Duryea had great faith, in hia
Cruz for several days that one or anI'd act and I'd guaranteed that the horse, which was backed by large
other of the cabinet ministers was
people of the eastern seaboard would amounts "from the American contindo."
have coal and have it rifht away. I gent The jubilation among the bis
coming here to seek American proo
visitors was
told him if he would help me he could crowds of
tection, but Mexican circles doubt the
Miners Are Accused
vote to impeach me later if be wished. I distinctly noticeable as the winner
reliability of the report.
Trinidad, Colo., May 37. Two Ptrilt asked
Another rumor says that, the editor
Quay to arrange to have Gover- was led! into the paddock.'
W. Kathodovas, a Greek, and
ers,
one
General
of
of El Independiente,
nor Stone of Pennsylvania, when I
King George and Queen Mary were
Huerta's papers in Mexico City, which Charles Bell, an American, are in the notified the governor, send word to both present, as well as most of the
was among those that most flagrantly county jail here cliarged wijn active me he was unable to control the sit staff of the United States embassy,
distorted tYe facts of the American participation in the, battle and burn uation then I would send in the army. while distributed about the course
of the Foibes mine on April 25,
of Americans
"I planned to have General Schofield were Jarge numbers
landing here, passed through Vera ing
which
resulted in the death of nine
or
a
for
Cruz, taking ship
Europe day
go in and take charge with, the tioo)s from' 'the resident colony, as well as
so ago. The rumor had it the editor employes of the Rocky Mountain Fuel and act practically .as a receiver for from' the other side of the Atlantic.
was certain he would be executed If company. The two men were arrest- the mines. I told the general It would
The past glories of the Journey by
Sher-if- !
he remained in the capital until the ed in Colorado Springs by Under
be equivalent to action taken in time road from London to Epsom departZeke Martin on warrants issued by of war
and that he must pay no heed ed with the advent of automobiles And
collapse of General Huerta,
a
of the peace at Tollerburg. to
justice
El Independiente recently published
other authority no heed, to a the high spirits usually characterizing
any
with
what purported "to be a picture of Information charging the nun
writ from a judge ort iwiYijhjng, sett crowd on Derby day were, Jn some
murder will be filed today..
a.
dampened by lud $siuc off
Brigadier General Funston with
except my commands.:rt'H. ;tsai,d,. jhtj
f"' Evidence said to' connect the mrn
' ; n army of police encamped
about the
headline saying: ,.,
would do 'so.
"This is the picture of the American with the battle is said to have been
Colonel Roosevelt said he kept his grounds and forming lines along the
and the
General Funston, whose face is more found in the hills near Forbes
plan secret, even from the members of course to prevent gsy attempt at vio- officers
been
have
working on the hls cabinet. The
like that of a Chinaman than that of
It
operators, he said, lenoe by militaut;o( Puffragettes.
men are
'would have Defined ,n, airship to cir-a white man; and whst has, .constantly clew for three weeka. Three
in
their
persisted
uncompromising
now in Jail here for complicity in the
violated the- armistice." i. f, " ;
until finally a change came and cumvent tne. jwecauuws taken.
Forbes affair, Victor Bonomi, a bar- - plan
after many disputes about the memtendVj, having been arrested a week
German Ships Land Arms
bership of the commission one was ap
ago and is under bond on a charge of
FOLK WANTS ALL OF
Washington, May 27. Advices have
pointed and the strike ended.
been received by the state department murder.
Colonel Roosevelt was constantly
The evidence said to have been
from Consul Canada that the German
with. Mr. Wales, who conductin the hills and to have con- sparring
found;
steamer Ypiranga landed ammunition
ed his own case, when under examina
is
battle
nected the two men with the
tion Mr. Wales finally angered him
today at Puerto Mexico. Other official
documentary ' evidence pf, a character and he ben forward
steamer
the
of
Bavaria
reports;,' say
shaking his fin INVESTIGATOR
FOR COMMERCE
rewould not
the same line also landed war muni- which the undersheriff
' ger at tbe'lawyer smd scowliny
at
COMMISSION SPEAKS UP
veal.
tions there a few days ago. - Puerto
him. He said he had never seen Mr.
,
r
WITH EMPHASIS
Mexico is an open port,, officials say,
Wales before and knew nothing of any
. G. A. R. MEMORIAL
DEDICATED
and no action is contemplated, so far
part which the plaintiff took in setNew York, May 27. Joseph W
Topeka, Kans., May 27. What is
as can be learned.
;
the
strike.
tling
chief counsel tor the interstate
Folk,
likely to be the last great reunion of
Mr. Wales tried to make Colonel commerce commission, arrived in New
was
Kansas
war
of
civil
veterans
the
:
LOST AVIATOR FOUND
held ihsre today in conneetlon with Roosevelt admit he was willing to vio- York today from Washington for a
EvNew Castle, Eng., May 7,, The
the dedication of the Q:t A. R. mem- late the laws, defy the courts and dis conference with Francis Ljnde Stetthe constitution to settle the son, representing JV, P. Morgan ansl
Hamel, orialening Mail says that
building. The moinorial build- regard
strike.
tie British aviator, who had been giv- ing was
The conference was arCompany.
is
erected by the state and
en up for lost In the English channel, one of the finest edifices of its kind
"I wouldn't accept your interpreta- ranged for the purpose of making;
tion of the constitution,"
landed today from a fishing boat at In the
Colonel plans for an examination of ttie books
country. It is three stories in
Southshields.
Rooseevlt
retorted.
"I
that of the Morgan firm, and tie pcrfoufil
of
proposed
and
constructed
throughout
height
steel and marble. In addition to pro- every action I took should be in ac- papers and accounts of the. late J.
ONLY AMERICANS LEFT
viding a large auditorium, library and cord with the constitution as Abraham Pierpont Morgan, so far us they rc!afo
to New Haven railroad transactions.
27.
AmeriTwo
other conveniences for the Grand Ar Lincoln construed It."
May
Versailles,
"Would you have settled the strike,
Mr. Folk was accompanied by four
cans. Francis Ouimet and Henry J my and effiiired Vcietles, the build
law or no law?" persisted the plain-ktif- men who were ready to begin on t s
museum
and
to
out
left
were
to
&
is
the
as
state
serve
fight
ing
Topping,
books at i!c.
final round for the French amateur a hom& for the state historical soor f '"'
"I'd have settled it," Colonel Rpose
"We don't want pj
coif championship, to be played off ciety aud the academy of science in
"W
T.'M'f fl!'"t!l 6"!."
velt said. "I'd have toimd a law."
l,)OkS." h
here tomorrow.
27. Official dis-Washington liar
a
natuhea sent from Mexico City and re
ceived at a diplomatic source here to
day say the "withdrawal" of Huerta
is "possible," and that Is is being delayed by the necessity of arrangements to permit the dictator to abdi
cate with dignity.
Recurring reports of the impending
abdication of Huerta receive much at
tention in official circles and in the
diplomatic corps. Admittedly that is
one of the next important developments in the Mexican situation which
is generally expected, but no one here
professes to have any definite infor
mation of when it is likely to come.
.
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Met

Secretary Bryan conferred with the
foreign relations committee" about the
:
Danish arbitration treaty. " Senator Shafroth made & speech de
fending the new currency law against

recent attacks.

Senator Cummins introduced some
amendments to the Panama Canal act
to regulate tolls and provide arbitration of the exemption law.
Senator LaFollette blocked the Pitt-ma- n
bill to amend the Alaska organic
act in several particulars.
House: Met at noon.
Miscellaneous bills taken up under
the calendar Wednesday rule.
Debated the judiciary code revision
bilk
Webb chosen for
Representative
chairman of the judiciary committee
succeeding Henry D. Clayton.
Interstate (commence committee
agreed on a railroad safety bill.
,
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10 ARTISTIC
FAME.
FORMER PEELER OF CHINS PIC
TURE AWARDED PROMINENT
PLACE IN BIG EXHIBIT
Among the artists
who had their pictures accepted for
the Royal Academy is Frank Cowley,
a village barber. His picture 1b hung
on the line, the ambition of every artist, and not '"ekled" or "cornered" as
happens to the great majority of pic
(urea.
Mr. Cowley took to pamting before
he began to shave the Inhabitants of
Hadlow Kent, for a living, and his
academy picture was painted in six
noun. "I worked on it," he said,
"about eight years ago, and In two
sittings, between five and eight In
the morning, had completed It.
Is a green and grey
The
' scheme,.picture
showing a smiling country-sidwith a girl and two white goats
standing near a tree. Five times previously Mr. Cowley has sent pictures
to the academy. Thrice he has been
rejected, while on the other two occa- -'
slons he was among those whose
work was "crowded out."
He Is entirely
and only
recently took first lessons In technique. Bartering, he explains, is an
annoyance.
But I can't run the old trade
down," ha added, "for It has been a
friend to me. Bartering gave
. good
me a splendid opportunity of studying
types of faces, which I used In my
pictures. And, besides, I sold a good
many to customers for a few shillings."
Mr. Cowley, who is still In his thirties prefers to regard himself primarily as an animal painter, and he has
the use of a private zoo In Kent for
his models.

led society leaders to take very strict
precautious. Weddings in which people of political Importance are Interested are marked for attack and already several have been Interrupted
by women throwing leaflets from the
galleries on to the wedding procession. These pranks, while they cause
much annoyance to the wedding party, are easily stopped by the refusal
of admittance to any but friends hold
ing tickets.
The big political receptions given
by the wives of the party leaders are
not so easy to protect from the attentions of the militants. Huireds of
Invitations are Issued and no hostess
likes to ask her guests to present their
tickets before allowed to enter her
reception rooms. The result is that
many uninvited persons attend, and
there the suffragettes intend to have
their representatives, prepared to
make the lives of cabinet ministers
and others unbearable. Churches, too,
it Is feared, are being marked. Several old edifices In London have been
specially Insured against the risk of
damage by suffragettes.

ECZtl

BROKE OUT NFW

IH PIMPLES

MAY 27. 1914.

FMPPBfiRlS1- y

NOT ENTIRELY

Itched So Child Would Cry and
Scratch Himself Until Blood Ran.
Cuticura
Very Much Disfigured.
Cuticura
and
Ointment
Soap
Proved Complete Cure.

Laa VeasLoadingStorQ

.

S.osemm6i U Son

ENTHRONED

Established

South SidePbja.

Tonight and Thursday Generally fair.
IT WILL BE TWO YEARS BEFORE
YOSHIHITO IS PROCLAIMED
FULLY VESTED
,

" Eczema broke out
Whitewater, Colo.
all over my little grandson's face and body.
It just looked aa though blood poison would
act up at tlmoa when he
would acratth himself io
much. The ecxema
broke out in pimples
and would run watery
corruDtion and wher
ever the water touched
the flush, another pimple would form, until

it Is
May 27. AWhough
death
of
the
since
two
years
nearly
D
the Emperor Mutsuhito, it will be
another two years before his successor, the Emperor Yoshihito, Is fully
enthroned, according to all the Japan
ese rites. The postponement of the
coronation festivities, which had been
the pimples would form arrantred for the coming fall, is be
and
a sore. Bis clothing irritated bis body
moaned by the whole Japanese people.
he lost bis rest at night. The disease was
so irritating and would Itch so that I have
but the death of the dowager empress
seen him In such an irritating condition that
a long period of national
necessitates
himself
until
the
he would cry and scratch
It Is a sacrillgious thing
and
diswaa
much
mourning
Ha
would
run.
very
blood
to use at the coronation ceremony the
figured aa the skin would be torn from his
cheeks from the scratching.
seed of rice that has been ripened
"I tried all the simple remedies that I
Rev. J. B. Meyer, honorary secretary
during a season of sorrow.
knew of to stop the pain and burning : I used
of the free church council, and one of
- and
A part of the coronation ritual had
and bathed him In soda
the nonconformist leaders in England. water but they did not cure him. This been observed prior to the death of
when I began
is to visit America on a three months went on until January 1912and
Ointment, empress dowager, however. The im
to use the Cuticura Soap
antour.
He
recently
evangelical
1
which proved
complete cure in short
perial ancestors had been duly noti
You will find many useful articles listed n
sale, and
nounced his retirement from the pas- time." (Signed) Mrs. Laura Stephens,
fied that the ceremonies were planned
as
torate of Regent's Park chapel, where Nov. 10, 1912.
.In some cases
limited, better make your
and upon the death
Cuticura Soap 25c. and Cuticura Ointment for the coming fall,
he has been with the exception of a 60c.
selections
are sold everywhere. Liberal sample of of the dowager empress, the ancestors
early.
Book. Adshort interval since 1888. He is to each mailed free, with
were again visited at their various
Boston."
T,
dress
an
'Cuticura,
Dept.
F.
C.
For
succeeded
Rer.
be
Spurr,
sale you will receive $1.25
by
every 99c you spend in
shrines and notified that the cere
WMbii who shave and shampoo with CuAustralian. Dr. Meyer has for years ticura
monies wduld be deferred until 1916.
in
cases
some
in
and
value.
$1.50
Soap will find it best for skin and scalp.
$1.75
taken a very active part in both the
In Toklo, the emperor himself made
religious and political life of the coun Indian, from a gunshot wound, was the announcement before the imperial
$1.50 Corsets In several models. All
Women's Union Suits, in three diftry, being a hard worker for social
todav discharged, by United States sanctuary In the palace. This is the
ferent
styles, knee length, ribbed, perwhere
most
the
NOW
the
new
of
shrines,
sacred
the
all
with
Melvin
T.
sizes,
Commissioner
Dunleavy,
features,
fect fitting, and neatly finished. Worth
Amateof
ancestor,
the
the
wounded
in
was
grand
spirit
Pasqual Toyah
A Stubborn Cough It Wearing and
65c' NOW 2 for
'goddess of the sun'
thigh while rabbit hunting with his
Risky
tribe. Guns, sticks, anJ stones were is enshrined. Here, also, the three
Letting a stubborn cough "hang on" used to scare the rabbits to death and sacred symbols of the throne, the me
Women's White Waists a large
in the spring is risky. Foley's Honey a
discharge from a single barreled tal mirror, the sword and the commaand Tar Compound heals raw Inflam
assortment of white waists, in all the
Black satine Petticoats, made of
ed surfaces In the throat and bron- shot gun In the hands of Vlctoriano shaped jewel, around each of which
chial tubes makes sore, weak spots Guahlcini, who is a single man, tore is woven the tradition that they were
mercerized
black satine, accordeon
latest styles. Sell regularly at $1.50
sound and whole stops stubborn, a terrible gash in Toyah's thigh. All all handed down by the "goddess of
flounce.
pleated
Regular $1.25, NOW
O.
and $1.75. NOW
tearing coughs. Refuse substitutes.
the evidence showed that the shooting the sun," the imperial grand ancestor,
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
was accidental and that Toyah died to her grandson,
Adv.
from blood poisoning caused by the on the occasion of the latter"s descent
lull Feeling Swollen Hands and Feet lack of medical attention. Toyah to the Island empire from the heavenBed
4
Spreads, hemmed,
Due to Kidney Trouble
size,
leaves a wife and. four children and ly region. When the sun goddess con
when
New
Your
need
consistyour
Neckwear
$1.25
and
good
worth
for
help
kidneys
women,
$1.50.
quality
los
one
treasures
of its most
these
her
ferred
England may
upon
were
close
grand
Guahlcini
he
friends,
and
and feet thicken, swell up, and '
NOW
ancient rights of appeal if the propos lands
ing of Roll Collars, Jabots, Collar and
United States Commissioner M. T, son she solemnly told him to respect
ou feel dull and sluggish. Take Fo-eto
do away with town iretings
al
Cuff sets, Fisohus, etc. Regular price
Kidney Pills. They are tonic, stim- Dunleavy today issued a warrant for them and enshrine them in the palace,
meets with the favor of parliament ulating and strengthening and restore a saloonkeeper at Santa Cruz, north
She told him 'that the sacred miris $1.25 to $1.50. NOW
The town meeting is the best mvrthod your kidneys to healthy normal action. em Santa Fe county, charged with ror (which was the most Important
Red
O.
G.
and
Schaefer
them.
Huck Towels, linen finish, ' either
local taxpayers have of restricting the Try
selling liquor to a San Ildefonso Indian of the three, representing the spirit
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
or red bordered, 20x42 size, worth
plain
operations of local governing bodlos.
named Juan Reyes who was brought of the sun goddess) should be held
$1.50
dozen, NOW dozen
A bill Is now before parliament to
How's This
to town today. Juan Gonzales, gover In highest respect and the Imperial
amend the boroughs fund act so that
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re- nor of San Ildefonso, came to town descendant should regard It as he
Handkerchiefs, made of English
taxpayers who disagree with the acts ward for any case of Catarrh that can- also to help the officers locate the would the spirit of his grandmother.
lawn
Cure.
and linen, hemstitched, and with
Catarrh
Hall's
be
not
cured
by
of their councils will Iobo their chance
The treasures were handed down to
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O. seller of whiskey to Reyes.
a
dainty embroidery design. Regular
of calling town meetings and demandEmperor Jimmu, the first of the ImpeOnyx Silk Plated Hose, in sky, pink,
We, the undersigned, have known
15c. Now 1 dozen for
ing polls. Moat of the Drovlndal local F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and Feel Dull and Sluggish? Start Your rial line, through'five dynasties and
bronze, black and white. Double sole
authorities and those of Ixmdon are believe him perfectly honorable in all
Liver to Working!
then to the present emperor as the
heel and toe. Worth 65c. NOW 2 pairs
business transactions and financially
supporting the bill, for many of their able
of
throne.
the
symbol
Ca
to carry out any obligations made
It beats all how quickly Foley
plans for improvements, which would by his firm.
The sacred sword, one of the three
thartic Tablets liven your liver, over
mean Increased taxation, have been NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE, come constipation make you feel treasures, also has a romantic hisTango Girdles, made of silk in a
Toledo, O.
defeated as a result of town meetings,
lively and active again. J. L. Mc- In the dim prehistoric days- the
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter Knight, Ft. Worth. Texas, says: "My tory.
Toile du Nord, dress ginghams, all
which have been called at the demand
of color combinations. Worth
Amaterasu-Omlkambrother
variety
of
who
nally, acting directly upon the blood disagreeable symptoms were entirely
new spring patterns, color guaranteed
of stubborn taxpayers. The irony of and
$1.25 to $1.75. NOW
mucous surfaces of the system. removed by the thorough cleansing was a very heroic and restless deity
against sun or tub. Regular 15c yd.
the present situation is that the local Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents Foley Cathartic Tablets gave me came down to the Island
'beempire,
NOW 9 yards for
G.
a
O.
council proposing such legislation per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
wonder.
Schaefer
They're
ing driven out from the heavenly reTake Hall's Family Pills for consti- and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
must, ou the petition of a dozen tax
gion by the sun goddess. While travAdv.
payers, call a town meeting and pay pation,
Most Children's Diseases Start With eling through the province of Izumo
the .expenses of advertising and holdhe happened to kill a very big
Crepe Klmonas, empire style, short
a Cold
Whooping Cough
ing It And while the campaign Is In
"About a year ago my three boys
Restlessness, feverlshness, an Inflam
which had been terrifying
Extra quality Messaline and Cashsatin trimmed, any color comsleeves,
progress the council by law Is not per- had whooping cough and I found ed thoat and spasmodic cough maybe the people and found a rare sword in
mere
de Luxe, In green, blue, lavenmitted to make any fight for the ordi Chamberlain's Cough Remedy the on- whooping cough Is starting in. Give its tail.
bination. Regular price $1.50. NOW
to
old gold, black and white.
the
der,
pink,
Returning
heavenly
one
It
and
Tar
relieve
would
their
that
cough- Foley's Honey
promptly.
nances, wnioh the town meeting has ly and
I continued helps the children so very much, aid region he presented it to the sun god$1.75 yd.. NOW
Regular
spells,
ing
whooping
Been called to protest against So it this treatment and was
surprised to Mrs. Shipps, Raymoiidsville, Mo., says: dess, who later bestowed! It to her
happens many times that the most find that it cured the disease in a very 'I got fine results from it and it is a grandson together with the mirror and
great medicine for whooping cough."
carefully laid plans of the local legis short time," writes Mrs. Archie
;
Crooksville, Ohio. For sale O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug jewel. .
lators are ruthlessly swept aside by
The comma-shape- d
Store. Adv.
all dealers. Adv.
jewel, last of the
by
the taxpayers in meetfngs assembled,
sacred treasures, is also believed to
and often with the mayor himself preACCUSED MAN DISCHARGED
Batting averages in the American have been made at the time of the
siding over the obsequies of one of his
Santa Fe, May 27. Vlctoriano Gua- association show 25 performers clout sun goddess by one of her followers
own pet projects.
y
ing for .300 or better. Bunched at th but no exact description of the jewel
hlcini, the Jemez Indian placed In
after an examination by District top of the Hst are John Titus, Davey is available. That is a sacred secret
The threat of the mffltant euffra- - Attorney M. U. Vigil, because of the Altizer, Jack Knight, Herman Bxonkie of the sanctuary.
Kettes to disturb the social season has death of Pasqual Toyah, another Jemez and "Sea Lion" Hall.
The ceremonies at this Imperial
sanctuary were impressive. AH of
the participating officials were in full
dress, chamberlains, court ritualists,
and court ladles being attired in anSURPLUS
CAPITAL PAID IN
cient ceremonial costumes. The em
'
1100,000.00
50,000.
peror, attended by Count Toda, grand
Weaknes
master of ceremonies, and Count Wa-ineir worm in my case. I can rec Anna Spangler, J. Q. Tonge, John
v v
bladder weaknesses ommend them as a reliable
Irregular,
painful
tanabe, household minister, made his disappear when the kidneys are
remedy for Rifenbarrick, Al Wood, Clara Thompstrong
entry, followed by chamberlains who and healthfully active. Take Foley backache or any other troubles, caused son, Mrs. Mirt Johnson, Mrs. Wesley
carried the sacred symbols. After- Kdlney Pills for that burning, scald- by disordered kidneys. I base my high Crooks, and all the unknown heirs
painful action, opinion of Doan's Kidney Pills on per- - of Tina G. Elston, deceased, defendward the empress entered with equal ing sensation-Irregulasore feeling and bladder dis'
D. T. Hosklni, Cashier.
pomp, escorted by numerous court la- heavy,
I. M. Cunningham. Preside it
tress. You will like their tonic res- sonal experience. Several years ago I ants. r
dles and princesses, and Baron Hara, torative effect the relief from pain gave Doan's Kidney Pills my endorseE. S. Lewis, Ass'L Cash.
You the above defendants, and each
Frank Springer,
vice chief of the coronation commis
quick good results. Contain no ment, telling how they had relieved of you are hereby notified that a suit
harmful drugs. Try them. O. G. me of pain and lameness across the has been
sion.
commenced in the District
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
When ail were seated, the emperor Adv.
back, as well as toning up the kidneys. Court, of the County of San Miguel,
I will be thankful for the benefit I N. M, for the purpose of obtaining
proceeded to a place before the sanchave had and will recommend Doan's an order of the said Court allowing
tuary andi, after making a reverent
IS A MISTAKE
the sale of all of the real estate of
bow, read an address informing the
Kidney Pills at every opportunity."
For sale by all dealers. Price BO the estate of Tina Gv Elston, being
ancestral souls of the date of the cor
Made By Many East Las Vegas Reel
Foster-MIlbur-n
onation ceremonies. The empress alcents.
Co., Buffalo, certain lots and improvements In East
dents.
so went before the shrine, followed
e
New York, sole agents for the United Las Vegas, New Mexico, for the
In order by all of the members of the
of paying the debts of the said!
States.
Many people in a misguided effort
Imperial family, making the
Remember the name Doan's and estate, and the legacies provided for
same to
get rid of kidney backache, rely on take no
in the will of said Tina G. Elston, de
obeisance.
other. Adv.
ceased.
Similar ceremonies were conducted plasters, liniments and other make
CAPITAL
Unless you enter or cause to be en
before the shrines of Korelden and shifts. The right treatment Is kidney
NOTICE OF SUIT
treatment and & remarkably recomtered
your appearance in said suit on
State
Shinden,
New
of
with
the emperor participatMexico, County pf
Office with the San Mijjuel National Bank
mended kidney medicine Is Doan's San
Court. or before the 14th day of July, 1914
Miguel, in .the District
ing and imperial messengers were, at
a decree pro confesso therein will be
the same time dispatched to other Kidney Pills. East Las Vegas Is no Cause No. 7608.
.
WE G. HA TDO JPresident,
shrines. Later all of the original cer- exception, v
Agnes J. McKee, Executrix of the rendered against you.
The proof is at your very door. The Will of Tina G",
Plaintiffs attorney is Byron T-- Vlos president
ilt W. KELLY
emonies were repeated to announce
Elston, deceased, vs.
following Is an experience typical of LoTima KX
to
Mm - M. S. Milla, whose post office address is
the
the
.MJcOunough,
ancestors
D.
postImperial
H0SKIN1
'he wo of Doan's Kidney Pills In Finley, Rhoda Fulton, J. O. Delp, John Las Vegas, New Mexico.
ponement of the coronation for anBast Laa Vegas.
Parson, Wright Parson, Alice Parson,
other two years.
Dated this 19th day of May A. D..
Pa-i-d
H. A. Seellnger, 807 Grand Ave, Kate Miller, Cashlus Gibson, James 1914.
.
."Vir
East Las Vegas, N. M, says: "A short Gibson, Raymond Gibson, J. L. John
1
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
'
use of Doan's Kidney Pills proved son, Margaret McBride, Joe Johnston.
Subscribe for The Optm
London, May 27.
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WONDERS OF THE
RIVER OF

mm
SHIP CAPTAINS TELL OF STRANGE
EXPERIENCES MET UPON THE
'
AMAZON

seen them cover the deck seven inches deep and we had to shovel them
overboard."
Everybody took a fresh swallow of
claret after this story and Captain
Couch turned to again.
"It's against the rules of the company for any man to go overboard for
a swim iu the Amazon. One of our
men disobeyed this rule once and was
never seen fter he dropped over the
side. We lay at anchor at the time."
"It was probably a small fish that
got him," remarked Captain Beck. "A
small fish In the Amazon, about six or
seven inches long, attends school In
thousands. They dart at a m an under
the surface and bite him In hundreds
of places and he never rises."
"A baeu" got him. I think," rejoined Captain Couch. "A bacu Is a black
never seen after he dropped over the
fi3h, about six or seven feet long,
ers In each long jaw. The bacu scoffs
men alive."
"Or it might have been electric eels
that shocked him to death," suggest
ed Captain Heck. "I was dining with
Jack Andrews, president of the Para
Tramway company. He kept an electric eel In a tank for a pet
"I'll lay you,' said Mr. Andrews,
'that you can't take hold of that eel.'
" 'I'll net you I can.' says I. Then
I grabbed the eel , with both hands. I
was knocked over as if I had been
hit with a club. That eel must have
been charged .with about 500 volts of
electricity, I guess."
'Ever see any snakes?" Captain Beck
was asked.
"Well, I've never seen a boat constrictor up there, bait I've seen what
the native call a 'sukarazu.' It's a
water snake. I've seen them DO feet
.
long."
The talk turned to natural phenomena, and Captain Beck said the difference between high and low water
at Manaos was about 42 feet.
There is an old story about a crew
that were dying of thirst when their
ship anchored in the mouth of Amazon and! the skipper didn't know it, and
another captain, anchored nearby, bellowed through his trumpet: "Let your
buckets; you're in the mouth of the

The emergence of Colonel Roosevelt
from the Interior of Brazil directed
ever to a
public attention more than
and
weird
most
the
journey probably
the
world.
Bays
the
In
picturesque
Kw York World.
It Is 2,150 miles from the mouth of
the Amazon to Ikuitos, where the government of Peru maintains a large
madockyard, barracks, iron works,
inland
navy
an
chine shops, eta, and
consisting of two gunboats.
If one wishies to travel from the Par
clfio side of Peru to ltjuitos, only 500
miles apart, he descends the west
coast in a Bteamer, crosses, the Isthmus of Panama, embarks at Colon for
New York and transships here for
Iguitos up the Amazon.
Few have any idea .of the treinen
dous volume and coloring of the Amazon current, Its influence upon the
carAtlantic, the immense distance it
Ibrine.
the
into
water
ries nearly freash.
of the ocean. Its serpentine windings,
its overhanging vegetation, its rapids,
its wild life, its pests, perils, pleasures
and all sorts of strange sights. Some
of the tributaries of the Amazon are
.mightier than the Mississippi.
Two Booth line skippers, Captain O.
3j. Beck and Captain J. W. Couch (the
Booths relieve their master mariners
by sending them on leave to England
after a certain number of trips Into
the South American interior), gave a
sort of duet in the narration of the
wonders of the Amazon on board the
Denis recently." They spoke also of
their ships, their peculiar cargoes,
their eligibility to fly the American flag
if they choose, and their adventures
on the river of rivers. They charac- Amazon."
"Is that story true?' Captain Couch
terized Alexander P. Rogers' description of the country as faithful and sin- was asked.
"It is,"; he replied. "I learned at
cere.
school
cabthat the Amazon carried fresh
the
in
were
talking
While they
in of the Denis, longshoremen were water seaward, and I put it to the test
167 miles from the mouth
.shoveling out of her holds 1,600 tons once. I was
of Brazil nuts at the oldi Robert pier of the Amazon, I noticed that the wain Brooklyn. Only 2,600 tons of the ter was discolored around the ship. I
nuts were imported during the year dipped some up and tested it in the
hydrometer. That water dipped from
1913.
three-fourt- h
fresh."
Captain Beck, who was just packing the ocean was
of the "mountains" of BraLiverfor
Cunarder
the
to
Speaking
catch
up
pool, denied that the mosquito was a zil nuts on the pier, both captains pest or peril on the Amazon. He said agreed that it was a pity that the spathat for about three days in the navi- cuya, or paradise nut could not be
gation of the river it was necessary gathered in sufficient quantities for
to shut up the passengers and use the commercial purposes.
Captain Couch described the remark
mosqulito ports, but this was the only
construction of the pod of the
able
out
and
stretch in the long journey
foack for nine weeks in which thera paradise nut, whose meat is white and
was any mosquito fighting.
very sweet, while the shell, resembling
"There is something worse than the that of the Brazil nut, is corrugated.
"There are 16 or 26 nuts of the sap- mosquito," said Captain Couch. "I refer to the vulture bat, which always acuya in a pod," said Captain Couch.
.attacks either your bald head or the "The pod has a trap door, but the pod
soles of your feet It always bites is so heavy that when it drops on the
you in the tenderest spots and draws ground the trap door doesn't open and
fclood."
expose the nut to vermin thieves."
how
the
Its not generally known that the
Captain Couch did not say
Booth liners are loaded backward
ruture bat was circumvented.
"Yes," said Captain Beck, continu- that is, that the forehold and hold No.
ing the dialogue, "there's another 4 are loaded with general merchandise
pleasant little habitue of the Amazon, in Brooklyn for the Amazon and holds
the 'smell bug.' If you smell him once No. 2 and 3 at Norfolk, Va., with coal
you never forget him. He's brown, less for the Amazon cities. Thus every lin
than an inch long and half dead when er is a collier. Neither is it known
lie comes aboard on feeble wing. I've extensively that the Denis and her sis
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Danger if Blood is Fortified.

MANY PEOPLE OF THE OFFICIAL
CIRCLE ARE HEADING FOR
RECREATION PLACES

Washington, May 27 From the
large number of houses which are
either closed for the season or in the
process of being boarded up, it would
seein that the early summer exodus
of Washington's society folk had be
gun in earnest. Their names are beJ
ginning to appear on the passenger
'iv.'.v..:o.v:.x.v;
:,ft.v40iS
lists of outgoing steamships!. But the
The Blood iff Purified With S. S. S. Will Resist AH Germ Infection.
Thpr are go many reasons why rveryone
8. 8. 8.
And Id all those cases that were exodus of this year Is notably smaller.
Bhould look to Uie blood for health that the treated with
The Mexican trouble is largely res
inrmiry. iodides, arsenic,
action of 8. 8. K. as a purilior and preserver
and other minerals with no permanent
Is of paramount Importance.
We need no
the most astonishing recoveries have ponsible for this, a large part of
mucn rood, so mum oxyiieu, go much water, effect,
been made by 8. 8. 8.
all of which In right proportion maintain
There ia not a blood taint of any nature Washington society being in the of
nutrition.
But the liver, kidneys, lungs, that can remain in a system fortified
by
Bkln and howelg must all work In
this most wonderful remedy, for It is abso- ficial, congressional and diplomatic
to convert
-

cop-pe-

the Intake and
harmony
It after It has served Its purpose of
regenerating the tissues and cells of the
And this process la repeated every
body.
few seconds throughout life.
Now, as It
happens with most people, the body does
not expel all the waste and it remains a
destructive Influence to produce catarrh,
rheumatism, bolls, eruptions and a myriad
of troubles recognized as the result of
poisoned blood.
Beniarkable testimonials have been written that prove beyond question there Is no
blood disease but what can be cured by

ipel

lutely pure and contulns oniy those elements that the blond naturally assimilates,
and which the tissues gratefully accept.
It agrees with the most delicate stomach,
even In those cases where the use of strong
drugs has so weakened the digestive system
that medlcllne can not be given.
Jet a
$1.00 bottle of B. 8. 8. at any drug store
and thus be assured of a complete cure of
any eruptive blood disease.
If your case
is peculiar and you desire special advice
write to the Kwlft Specific Co., Medical
Dept., Swift Blilg., Atlanta, Ga,

set

While it is the general impression
that the summer White House will be
established this year as last,. at Cor

ily in Italy, but the new amba6ador Marguerite Draper left early in th
and Countess Cellere will arive In the spring for Europe.
autumn.
and Mrs. Richardson
The British ambassador finds It Clover and the Misses Clover have
neceesary to remain in Washington been abroad most of the year, planfor the present, but Lady Spring-Ricning to return here In the falL
Mrs. Thomas F. Walsh, Mme.
and their children will return to their
home the coming week. The summer Hauge, Mrs. Richard Townsend, Colembassy will be established at Man- onel and Mra. Henry May and the
Misses iMay, Mr. and Mrs. Theodore
chester, Mass., la tier in the season.
The Burner home of the Russian em W. Noyes and Mr. aM Mrs. EHphalet
bassy will he the stone villa at New- Andrews are a few of those who wCl
port, where the Spanish embassy also be abroad all Bum men,
will be located. The Russian ambas
Early in June Mr. and Mrs. Chandsador and Mme. IBakhmeteff hope to ler Hale will go to their summer
be established there within a month. place at York Harbor, Me.
Mrs. John M. Harlan and the Misses
The Japanese ambassador and Vis
countess Chinda probably will go to Harlan will go early next month, to
one of the mountain resorts in Vir their home at Murray Bay, Canada.
Mrs. Benjamin H Warder, who will
ginia, where the former ambassador
be at her place Ia Verroone until
spent, much time.
The summer home of the Austro- - the first of June, will remain in Wash
Hungarian embassy will be at Man ington for several weeks before going
chester, Mass., but.it is doubtful when to Colorado for the remainder of the
it will he established theret. Mme. season.
Mrs. Samuel Spenver will close her
Dumba has returned to their home in
Hungary, but may be back In the late town house the first of June and open
summer and join the ambassador at her place at Turedo.
Mra John M, Henderson will close
Manchester.
The plans of the Spanish minister Boundary Castle soon and go to her
and Mme. Rlano for opening their Bar .Harbor cottago.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Roosevelt pre
home at Newport wil depend upon de
velopment in the- Mexican situation. fer to remain here during the spring
The Swiss minister will remain in season and go to their place. The
Washington until late ia the summer, Lilacs, on Long Island, early in June.
when he will poin Mme. Ritter and
Congressman and Mra, Peter Goo- their family at Geneva.
let Gerry of Rhode Island, who are
The minister from Norway and planning to go to their place in DelaMme. Byrn will spend the summer at ware for a few weeks at the close of
Seal Harbor, Me., but the date for congress, will spend the greater part of
their departure has not been set
the summer at thetr new place at
The minister from Argentina has Warwick, R. I.
postponed al personal plans on account of the war, as has, the minister
IN 8ESSION AT FARIBAULT
from Chill. There is a possibility that
Faribault, Minn, May 27. One hun
they may take their families to Niag dred and fifty delegates representing
100 churches, were present here to
ara Fall
The proposed trip abroad of the am day at the opening of the annual
bassador from Brazil and Mme. da council of the Episcopal diocese ot- Gama has been abandoned, and Mme. Minnesota. The services began in the
da Gama will spend the greater part cathedral this morning with a proces-cio- n
of the summer at her place, Heron
of the clergy and the celebration
of holy communion. The regular ses
Hall, in New Jersey.
The minister from Peru and Mme. sions were opened this afternoon with
Pezet have made no definite plans, Bishop Edsall presiding. The business
preferring, like many of the represen of the council is confined, chiefly to
tattves of South American countries. the discussion of reports and the conto remain in Washington until after sideration of plans for the work of the
the adjournment of congress.
church organizations during the comMrs. William F. Draper and Miss ing year.
Rear-Admir-

e

-

nish, N. H., which is still under lease,
there is no knowing when the exec
utive family will take possession. Mrs.
Wilson Is putting off her departure
as long as possible in the hope that
events may shape themselves so as to
TEACHERS ARE PLENTIFUL
ter, the Adam, are both eligible to fly
rtnake it possible for the president to
Santa Fe, May 27 The desire to 'accompany her.
the Stars and Stripes. They were
both built less than five years, and teach in New Mexico seems to be
and .Mrs. Marshall
under an enabling clause of the Pan- overwhelming in every state of the have no
plans for the summer. They
ama canal act, say their owners, they union judging by the applications pourspent all last summer in Washington
could come 'in under the starry folds. ing in for places to teach. There is and found It
quite endurable.
"But don't you believe we'U do it," not a teacher, It seems, who wouldn't
Mrs. Houston, wife of the secretary
said one of the skippers. "It costs too leave his home and his Job for a
of agriculture, will go rather early to
much to run a ship under the Ameri- chance to have a school in the Sunthe cottace they have taken at Woods
shine state. Today Superintendent
can flag."
Hole, Mass., for on account of the
White received Buch an application health of her small children
it is imall the way from the Philippines, the
For
Torpid Liver
perative.
"I have used Chamberlain's Tablets applicant being J. O. Sanchez, superMrs. Burleson, wife of the postmaster-geoff and on for the past six years when- intendent of one of the eight agrineral,
ever my Mver shows signs of being
and the, Misses Burleson
schools
is
of
the
cultural
islands.
He
In a disordered condition. They have
decided
about
have
upon a cottage at
always acted quickly and given me the a Texas normal school graduate and Watch Hill, R. I., but definite plans
H.
Mrs.
desired relief," writes
F.
has taught in Missouri, Texas and
are held in abeyance, awaiting future
Trubus, Springvllle, N. Y. For sale Oklahoma.
by all dealers. Adv.
developments here.
The secretary of the navy and Mrs.
Helps Kidney and Bladder Trouble
Chamoerlatn's Llntmant
Daniels
have a suburban home, Single
Everybody Satisfied
This preparation Is Intended espeand
Oak,
they probably will not go far
cially for rheumatism, lame back,
are taking Foley away from the secretary's office. A
Everywhere
people
fais
a
sprains and like ailments. It
Pills, and are so satisfied they
coast proba- vorite with people who are well ac- Kidney
others to take them also. A. T. cruise along the Atlantic
urge
"My Mamma Says
quainted with its splendid qualities. Kelly, Mcintosh, Ala., says: "I rec- bly will be the extent of their travels.
Mrs. Charles Tanner, Wabash, Ind, ommend them to all who suffer from
Last year they made a trip to the Pa
says of it, "I have found Chamber- kidney troubles and backache, for they
cific coast.
FOLEY'S ygS.
lain's Liniment the best thing for are fine." Best
thing you can take
lame back and sprains I have ever for
Secretary of the Interior Lane may
rheumaback
weak
and
backache,
used. It works like a charm and re- tism. O.
to
Q. Schaefer and Red Cross find it necessary to make a trip
Mi
lieves pain and soreneps. It has been
Mrs. Lane will accompany
Alaska
and
Store.
Adv..
Drug
used by others of my family as well
blm if he does.
as myself for upwards of twenty
FOWrt III
The stress of business at the war
SAN JUAN IS RISING
years." 25 and 50 cent bottles. For
mrubbviI
iiuiwiM
I
It
Adv.
all
dealers.
sales by
Santa Fe, May 27 The San Juan department forbids Secretary Garrison
II
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river has risen nine feet above the to think of a summer vacation.
5icV Headache
low water mark according to reports
The family of Secretary of Labor
Mrs. A. L. Lockle, East Rochester, received
W. B. WUson will go, pust as soon as
by
Engineer
Hydrographio
N. Y., was a victim of sick headache
and despondency, caused by a badly Glenn A,, Gray and the run off is It becomes too warm here for comfort,
weakened and debilitated condition of something like 50,000 cubic feet per to their" farm in Pennsylvania, where
her stomach, when she began taking second, an enormous amount of water they are accustomed to spend'the
Chamberlain's Tablets. She says, "I and
greater part of the season.
power going to waste.
found them pleasant to take, also mild
A flood is also reported in the Rio
The second week in June will find
"The Children's Chiland effective. In a few weeks' time
1
was restored to my, former good Grande at Dunn's Bridge, which is ra- the supreme court justices free. Chief dren" are now using
health." For sale by all dealers. Adv. pidly flowing toward the White Rock Justice and Mrs. White spend much Foley's Honey and Tar
canyon and Albuquerque. Engineer time at their place in Canada, making Compound and it is toPEACE CONFERENCE
Powers is making the measurements a tour of the North Shore resorts on day the same safe effecMohonk Lake, N. Y., May 27. Con- of
their return in the fall. Justice and tive and curative medthe rise.
sideration of how the United States
In the lower Pecos valley the Mrs. McKenna frequently go abroad icine thattheirparents
may best develop and enforce arbi- amount of water, is greater than ever or make visits in New England and on foundit. Porall coughs,
FOR
tration treaties, a discussion of the before in May. On the eastern
Long Island with their daughters. colds, croup, whooping
plains
Wilson-Bryapeace treaties and a every water hole is filled and the wa Justice and Mra. Holmes usually go cough,
general preparation for the third ter stands In big pools all over the immediately to their home at Nahant, hoarsenes and tickling
in throat, use it. It
Hague. conference will occupy the
dry farming section. The Mass.; Justice and Mrs. Lurton go to
gives satisfactory retwentieth annual Lake Mohonk cona
Tennessee
for
of
mountains
NO
CONTAINS
raingall for May throughout New Mex- the
OPIATES
sults.
on
international
ference
Sularbitration, ico has broken all
May rec visit and then to the old White
previous
which has its formal opening here this ords.
G. SCHAEFER
RED CROSS DRUG CO.
phur Springs in West Virginia for the
evening and will continue in session
fall season; Justice and Mrs. Hughes
until Saturday. John Bassett Moore,
spend the entire season at their home
former counsellor of the state depart- mmmmmmm'iimgemmiigmxmmmitm
cn Long Island.
ment, is to preside. Among the schedMany of the congressional hostesses
uled speakers are W. I MacKenzie
were in Washington all last summer.
Almost everybedy likes Bridge, picnic, and sewing clubs were
King of Canada, Rear Admiral Richard
!
fried food formed and one iiiembtr's wife voted
fried
Professor
food,
W.
Wainwright,
George
Kicnhwey of Columbia, law school, will "like" you, too, if it Washington a most enjoyable summer
Andrew D. White, the noted educator
resort.
and diplomatist, and Dr. Paul Ritter, is fried
Senator and Mrs. Kern of Illinois
the Swiss minister at Washington.
bought a home in the mountains of
Virginia within a day's ride of the cap.
ATLANTIC CITY CARNIVAL OPENS
ital and are making their permanent
Atlantic City, N. J., May 27. AtlanSome there during the senator's term
for Using Cottolene you can in office. Senator and Mrs. Key Pittic City's first great carnival,
for follow the deep fat method man also have taken a home in Virwhich she has been preparing
many months, was formally opened of
within a half hour's motor ride
frying.
superior ginia,
this morning, when Father Neptune
of the senate. Many others have tak
to pan-fryi- ng
rose from the sea in. view of the tens in every
en cottages in Chevy Chase, Cleveland
Luncheon has been prepared in a kitchen cooled by an Electric
and you can afford Park and. other suburbs.
of thousands of spectators who filled
Fan. The fan is portable and is now cooling the dining-roothe 'boardwalk and lined the beach for
i because
is no The army and navy people in Washmeal in summer and In perfect
Here you are eating a mid-da- y
a distance of several miles. The fes it,
have been unable to make
ington
You
strain
the
comfort. The thought that outside, on the street, the air is suffocawaste.
simply
tivities will continue until the end
plans. Those stationed at the Navy
ting, does not occur to you or the family.
of the week. Features of the elabor Cottolene and use it over and Yard, the Washington barracks, or at
You only know that you are quite cool, and that everythingtaUe fine.
ate program will be carnival balls and over again.
Forts Myer, Foot or Washington, are
pageants, hydroplane exhibitions and When fried in Cottolene, the food rather more fortunate than the ave'
G-- E
aquatic sports, automobile and motor- takes on a light, delicate brown, and rage.
international affairs are
When
cycle races, and a baby and juvenile absorbs very little of the fat It
is dainty and
parade.
straightened out, M. Jusserand, dean of
serves comfort with every course. Its acand
the diplomatic corps, and Mme. Jusappetizing,
tivities do not cease until you turn off the
CAVALRY IN NEW MEXICO
won't overtax
serand, will leave for their annual
switch. Comfort becomes a mere matter
,
Santa Fe, May 27. Today the Thir- the digestion.
visit to their home in France.
of a finger touch.
Count Von
Ambassador
German
teenth cavalry was transferred from
for our
It is economy in summer to do that which
Send
Texas to New Mexico soli, and, instead
Bernstorff has already leased a cotwill
bring any relief from intense suffering
Free Recipe
of being stationed at Fort Bliss will
tage at Newport, but no time has been
"Home
induced by extreme heat. A ent an hour is
Book,
set for going there
make headquarters at Columbus and Helps,"tellingaH
servant- a trifling "tip" to giveth meal-tim- e
The retiring Turkish ambassador,
from wide open El Paso will go to about Cottolene
Youssouf Zla Pasha, will go abroad
the prohibition precincts of New Mex- Cookery.
LAS VEGAS LIGHT & POWER CO.
soon. His successor will arive in the
ico's most southernmost town. The
order for the transfer was a complete
early fall.
The retiring Italian ambassador,
CHICAGO
surprise but at daybreak today the
more
hike
of
Marquis Cusani Confalonieri, has not
cavalrymen began their
set a date for sailing to join his fam
than a hundred miles overland.
Vice-Preside- nt
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Wholesome

Its fame is world-wid-

Reliable-Indispen- sable

Its superiority
unquestioned. Its use is a protection
against alum food. In buying baking
PQwder examine the label carefully
and be sure the
is made from
cream of tartar. powder
Other kinds do not
make the food healthful.
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he runs foul of the authorities. And
he does not mind a quick move. That
why he is a vragrant St. Louis
'

Globe-Democr-
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GALLEGOS GETS A
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HEAVY SENTENCE

WEDNESDAY,

MAY 27, 1914.

McDowell of Chicago an J Hamilton
of Boston delivered addressee. Bish
op Alpheus W. Wilson, of the M. E.
church, South, delivered the menedic- Uon. The musical portions of the

BRITISH
GRILLED

pro-gra-

LORD IS
BY JUDGE

were furnished by the marine

band.
The
opening of the college building CONTROLLER
MAN WHO KILLED HIS WIFE IS
OF THE KING'S
the culmination of efforts that
markg
HOUSEHOLD STOOPED TO ENGIVEN FROM SIXTY .TO
'
A writer on Mexican affairs who
had their beginning half a century
EIGHTY YEARS
GAGE IN GRAFTING
ago. Even before the civil war the
really knows something of the subject
Editor.
m. M. PAOQETT. .
says of Francisco Villa says that he
Not less than sixty years nor more suggestion for a graduate school to be
London, May 27. Lord - Saye and
has. no idea of ever occupying the than SO
built in the nation's capital was made Sele, controller of the king's houseyears in the state penitentiary
president's chair in that turbulent was the sentence given by Judge Dav by some of the leaders of the church, hold, and a direct descendant of one
land. Parts of Villa's picturesque past id J.
but it was not until many years later of the 25 barons entrusted with the
Leahy this afternoon to Carlos
are known, he says, but not all of it Gallegos, the man who pleaded guilty that the idea took definite shape. In enforcement
by King John of the pro
The story of how Villa pursued and at the rece'nt term of court, to second 1899 Bishop John F. Hurst began the visions of the
Entered at the postofflce at East
Magna Charta, was toovertook hie eloping sister and the
collection of funds and some years la
his
killed
transthe
made
Mexico
for
murders
New
subject of a scathing
Gallegos
day
degree
Tens,
tlulom through the United State sheriff of the city of Chihuahua, forc wife at their home in Las Ven tanas in ter he was able to purchase the tract rebuke by Justice Darting whlrii Sened the sheriff to marry her, then hand
of land' in the extreme northwestern tence was
pronoulced on Vie nine
February, and, after his arrest, adpalls m second class matter.
ed him a spade and required him to
to
part of this city, where the university British army officers and eight civil
mitted the crime, pleaaing guilty
dig his grave, which he speedily occu- second degree murder. The plea was buildings are now being constructed. ians convicted of conspiracy to offer
.TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
pied, is dramatic enough to arrest at rejected by Judge Leahy, and Attor Bishop McCabe later took up the or accept bribes in connection with the
I .1.
tvv
Dally, by Carrier
tention, When It is known that the neys S. EL Davis. Jr.. and William G. work and when he died It was turned allotment of army canteen contracts.
hue and Cry raised over this act of
Lieutenant Colonel Whitaker, the
Hay don were appointed to defend him, over to Bishop Hamilton of Boston,
I .06
rer Copy -made
the
outlaw
Villa
was named chancellor of the uni
an
vengance
as
Gaiegos again asked to be allowed to who
highest in rank of the prisoners, was
One Week
. . .
. .65 public's passion for elemental Justice plead to second degree murder, and, versity and who still fills that posi sentenced to six months' Imprison
One Month
Is likely to cause sympathy to turn to
tion.
7.60
on the assertion of District Attorney
ment. He pleaded for mercy and said
Dne Tear
him than against him.
Charles W. G. Ward that It would be
he had acted in persuasion of Colonel
Dally, by Mail
For 15 'years after this homicide dificult to convict the man of mur
16.00
Fiennies, now Lord Saye and Sele.
Tear
advance)
(In
One
ilia roamed the Durango and Chi der in the first degree, Judge Leahy HILBANE AND CHAVEZ
This year we hare more presents suitable tor
3.00
Justice Darting, referring to Flennes'
0ix Months (In advance).
huahua sierras as a desperate bandit,
well
Is
7.00
the
oallegos
had
Whitaker
declared
which
plea,
accepted
letter,
One Tear (In arrears)
the boys than ever before.
S.75 with a prloe of $20,000 set on his head past middle age, and it is likely he
led hlmA astray, said:
BATTLE
FOB
Six Month (in arrears)
READY,
acIn
Diaz.
President
that period,
by
will spend the remainder of his days
"The ..letter shows sad decadence
And for the girls you can always find some"
cording to Villa, he had 48 encounters in the penitentiary.
from
the traditions of a great family.
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
with rurales and personally killed 37
Casimirid' Encinias, who was con- THE ' FEATHERWEIGHTS
WHO I, myself, if I belonged to such a famV
GROWER
thing to please, them
of his enemies. He was wounded nine victed at the recent term of court of
WILL FIGHT IN DENVER ARE
ily, would starve rather than get my
2.00 times, tout never serlouBly.
TRAINING HARD
One Yecr .
voluntary manslaughter for the kill
living by cadging for orders for beer."
!(.v
The Mad ero revolution gave Villa
LOO
tSx Months
Flennes' letter had asked Lieutenant
ing of Placldlo Lucero at Teoolotito
his opportunity to rise' out of the band last February, also was sentenced this
Denver, Colo., May 27 Johnny Kil Colonel Whitaker for use of his good
it class.'! fcfe became a daring and suc afternoon. Encinias was given not bane, 'champion featherweight of the offices in behalf of a firm of brewers.
Mall
In
for
Advance
(Cash
IjS std ui.ii ba.s
cessful leaeV'ot Madero's revolution less than three years and no more world, and
Benny Chavez, feather-- John Cansfield, general manager and
Subscriptions.)
""When Mad ero became than five years in the state peniten
troops.
ary
weight champion of (Colorado, have director of Liptons, Limited, and
Remit by check, draft or money
president It w&s thought best to recompleted hard training for their 15- - Archibald Minto, formerly head of the
rder. If sent otherwise we will not tire Villa,"' and1 'W was given the tiary.
round championship contest here May military department of the same firm,
fee responsible for loss.
slaughter house "thonopory In Chihua- NOTED MEN. AT DEDICATION
29, and only light work will be In- were each fined $2,500. The six lesson
free
application
r'
copies
Specimen
huat
When Orbzco" rebelled Villa
Washington, May 27. The dedica dulged in till the day of the contest. er civilian defendants were fined $250
Have you seen the new Leather Novelties?
tobli the field to subdue him.
tion this afternoon of the college of Kllbane's weight at the .end of a each. The other military defendants
AT
In 'this campaign Huerta, then gen
ALU PAPERS DISCONTINUED
history, the first building to be com strenuous day of training last night were bound over to come up for judge- EXPIRATION OF TIME
eral In 3hief of the federal army, pleted on the campus of the American was
pounds, while Chavez scal ment if called on.
..il- PAID FOR
caused Villa to be 'arrested, and university, the graduate school which ed about the same. Both
are
boys
threatened 'hfm with' death for a the Methodist Episcopal church In said to be in
fine condition.
of discipline. Villa escaped to the United States is establishing In
breach
the
TO THE
The preliminary, a
Advertisers are guaranteed
bout, AMENDMENTS
the mountains.' This Incident is Baid
largest daily and weekly circulation to be the basis of his hatred of Huer-- this city, attracted to Tenallytown will be between Harry Lub and Earl
in northern New
an
X any newspaper
Heights a highly notable gathering of Puryear, while the
'" v v
GANAL ACT COME IN
ta.
educators, churchmen and men prom eight-rounMexico.
affair, will be between
inent in public life. President Wilson Waly Walters and Joe Flynn, all of
The Giants and Red Sox are great presided at the of Solar opening and Denver.
SEANTOR CUMMINS IS THE LAT-ESTELEPHONES
,t
performers against leading teams. Mc- - Secretary of State Bryan was one of
Many requests for seat reservations
2
TO PUT ONE IN WANTS
Miln
Office
Business
Graw's men smothered the Pirates the speakers. Bishop Earl Cranston, have ibeen received from Trinidad and
gain. The close was firm, den spurt in Mexican Petroleum ad
ARBITRATION
Main
Nws Department
and the Sox beat the Tigers to a Whis the senior bishop of the church, pre other points in the Btate. Abe PolAuthoritative
vanced that stock
unchanged to one cent higher.
corn
sided over the ceremonies and Bishops lock has been selected referee after
per.
condition
the
in the'
Scantiness
of
advices
gave
receipts
respecting
Washington, May 27. Another amchar-racteWEDNESDAY, MAY 27, 1914.
a spirited contest
endment to the Panama canal act mraket a lift Quotations which had steel trade were of. a negative
were:
to
laBt
cent
sales
The
started
lower,
unchanged
proposing that ships engaged In do73
VltHATMENT OP VAGRANTS
VELASCOS WANT AID
mestic commerce pay tolls about one-ha- scored a general advance, except that Amalgamated Copper
107
to
The
27.
a
showed
American Sugar Refg.
The Spanish
sag.
disposition
Washington, May
those charged foreign ships, and May
97
cent decline to Atchison . .
A dltspatch from Fort Wayne, Ind.
ambassador today asked for the inter- proposing another method of arbitrat- close was steady at
a
a like advance compared with last Reading
cession of the United States with Gen ing the exemption
.'.166'
i tates that the chief of police and
introwas
dispute,
'
"
'
arrested 22
94
eral Carranza in behalf of two Velas- - duced by Senator Cummins, of Iowa.
i iuad of five patrolmen
Southern Pacific . . . . .
night
of
outskirts
the
at
co brothers at Monterey, threatened
..158
Some breaks in the drought tended Union Pacific
vagrants encamped
The proposal for arbitration would
63
tnat city, marked each man by clip
to ease oats.
Steel
United
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by constitutionalists with a large forc put settlement of the
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the
dispute
with a
110
an
hardened
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ed loan.
Provision
5 ng a furrow through his hair
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.fo
Steel,
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prices
bands of an equal number of Ameri
orderpair of horse clippers and then
cans and citizens of any nation pro upturn in quotations at the yards.
their
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ed them out of town, accelerating
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
testing against the exemption and First sales ranged from a shade
a
was
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Santa Fe, May 27.C. C. Murray, one other
firmness
and
cents
the
departure by paddling each with
higher
person to be appointed by
Kansas .City, May 27. Hogs, rebarrel stave. The vagrants were, warnthe receiver of the New Mexico Cen- the two nations. The
maintained. The closing
of the well
judgment
9,000.( i Market steady to 5 cents
ceipts
before
were
captured
ed that if they
tral Railway company, arrived today arbitration board must receive
the
higher. Bulk $7.958.15; heavy $8.10
from Pittsburgh, Pa., to wind up the concurrence
their hair grew out each would be givWheat, May 99; July 86.'
of at least one citizen of
8.20; packers and butchers $8.05
No
en 100 days on the stone pile.
Corn, May 70 ;. July 67.
receivership of the road, it is believ- the country against whom it is ren
e
8.20;
lights $7.958.10; pigs $7.25
tookconsld-rablchief
of
police
doubt the
ed, prior to Its transfer to new own- dered.
Oats, May
July 39.
7.75.
ers who are to complete Its construcpride in reporting hlsheroic
Pork, July $20.05; Sept. $19.80.
Cattle, receipts 2,500. Market steaaction to the press and that he Is still
tion into Albuquerque and from TorLard, July $9.80; Sept. $9.97.
dy to strong. Prime fed steers $8.50
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
rance to Roswell. Mr. and Mrs. C.
congratulating himself on the picRibs, July $11.20; Sept $11.27.
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serious
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rived on the same train.
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lied today after an early Weakness, due
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southern steers $6.908.25;
of the police.
to lower cables. The upturn was causstock- 27. The market $4.507.75; heifers $6.759;
New
York,
May
WOMAN SHOOTS POLICEMAN
The episode differed from what is
ed by buying, based largely on a feel- closed strong. Stocks scored general rs and(1feeders $6.508.25; bulls $6
communEpsom, May, 27. Ada Rice, suppostaking place la numerous
ing that the recent four cent decline gains on the day, the early period of
7.50ucalves $6.5010.50.
ed to he a militant suffragette, was had more
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than discounted all the bear- which was marked by moderate activSheep, receipts 12,000. Market steaarrested on Epsom Downs today after ish
and In the use of the
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for a certain
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then
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made an best in the final dealings, but a sud
The experience will be like that of thousands who hare igThe policeman was slightly burned.
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band
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cup.
ordinary
practice
to the penalty,
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for use in cSse she was momorning
that is almost universal. But la it a
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not
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itforatim;.
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tary exile by experience? Does it not
St. Louis, May 27. Beginning today
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- .
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,
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.
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A
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utory definition. In such cases is he
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not made a wanderer on the face of
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I - : V ,
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pot.
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&even
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been sent to the rock pile, as threat
m
other harmful substance.
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great picture dramas. In addition to
formsi
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now
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selfish
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viewpoint of that
Yes, that's a food standard by whfclcpthefs should be judged.
these, hundreds of men and women
.
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Postum
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R.egulax
ter policy. When the news got abroad,
ideas to make
costumes
sketches,
and
Resuhs and experiences sefeWlorprove not.
by those mysterious processes of the
the pageant as accurate historically
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underworld, that a stop in Fort Wayne
as possible. The plans have been
IVo Raoommond
to
Summer Wash
would mean a stay of a hundred days
30c and 50c tins.
direction
carried
out
under
the
general
at arduous and unremunerative emof Thomas Wood Stevens,' head of
The cost per cup of both kinds Is about the same.
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the
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wide
berth?
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a
if
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There's a mighty army of POSTUM users
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not
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;
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:
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but her success of last night surpass
es all the rest
A
During the intermissions music was
furnished by the New Mexico Normal
University orchestra, of which Miss
A
Cluxton Is director. The members of
buswas
a
of
Sapello
Harry Maurice
this organization: are all bona fide stu
iness visitor In the city today.
of the school. People acquaintdents
busG. D. Sanchei of Watrous was a
I
ed with the constantly changing per
the
in
city today.
iness visitor
sonnel of such an organization know
G. K. Lewis of Cincinnati, was a
f
how difficult it Is to do efficient work,
business visitor in the city today.
WoIk
vOF
makes the excellent playing of MAN WHO DIED YESTERDAY DID
which
young
performers,
W. A. Naylor of Watrous was a
MUCH FOR ADVANCEMENT
the Normal orchestra a tribute to the
miss
ross'
under
training,
business visitor in the city today.
OF THE POOR
as
Miss
a
director.
of
Cluxton
is
wonderful
ability
W, O. Calloway of Chicago, was a
a
was
The
music
class
handled
of
high
C. W, Martin of San Francisco,
The following biographical sketch
Witt sktjl bordering upon tnac or and was enjoyed by the audience.
was a commercial visitor in the city
of Jacob A. Rita as written by' a man
professional" actors the members of
today.
who knew him personajly: ''
the senior classof the Normal UniverJ. H. W. Cristler of Carlsbad, came sity tost &ht?staged "A Bachelor's INTERESTING ADDRESS
With the death yesterday, after'1 a
in last night for a few days' business Romance" at 'the Duncan opera house.
lingering illness, of Jacob A. Riis, this
visit.
loses one of Its noblest geu- The production was offered as the an
AT THE CONVENTION country
J. B. Rhodes of El Paso, Tex., came nual class
tlemen and citizens, one of Its hardest
and was witnessed
play,
in last night for a few days' business
of
workers and ablest reformer! The
by a crowd that taxed the capacity
visit here.
is like a page out of
folk
Normal
The
house.
the
opera
PRESIDENT RICE TELLS CHRIS story of his life
E. J. McKenney and W. J. Robe of
the Arabian Nights, and the volume of
a reputation as successattained
have
TIAN
DELEGATES
OF
"FAITH
Las
hi works accomplished makes a rec
Chicago were business visitors in
ful nroducers of amateur plays, but
AND MISSIONS"
today.
ord that will eudear nis memory to
Vegas
last night surpassed
attainment
their
commercial visitor in the city today.
all former efforts.
That people lack faith in their feliow. many generations yet unborn.
Bias Sanchez of Wagon Mound came
An almost penniless boy, Riis land
Nor
selection ofa play athe
men, especially bo in this state in ref
in last night for a short business visit In the were
was ed, an Immigrant from Ribe, Denmark,
mal folk
fortunate, as the pro- erence to the
in this city.
his birthplace, at New Tork in 1S70.
duction furnishes ample opportunity the burden of the address given last
Z. S. Longuevan, a well known merAlthough It had been Intended by his
entire
covers
the
P.
and
a
Chris
Rice, pastor of
good acting
night by J.
chant of Mora, was a business visitor for
shonid pursue a literran ire of human emotions. There is tian church at El Paso, Tex.;1 who is rather that he
'
in Las Vegas today.
rebellious hoy had
the
career,
ary
and
serious business
president of the Christian state con decided to
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Van Houten of fun and pathos,
work with his sands: wen
"A
Bachelor's
in
Romance,
in
held
this
vention
city.
being
Shoemaker came in iast night for a flippancy
America he was a carpen
Mr. Rice spoke on the subject he reached
Frank E. Landau had the heaviest
few days' business visit.
His first work was
ter's
apprentice.
a
a
"Faith and Missions" and proved
R M. Sloan of Duncan, Ariz., is in masculine part and handled it in
In the mines of western ffsnnsylvama.
with valuable Infor
out of the Franco-Prussiathe city and will remain here some masterly way. He has great drama capable speaker
his
The attend At the breaking
hearers.
mation
for
his
and
and
tic
presence,
stage
power
time as a business visitor.
went to 'ew York to
war
he
ance was large. The devotional ser
'Mrs. Carl Harberg of Cleveland, N. work is altogether pleasing. Mr. Lan
offer himself as- - a resruit to the
vice was led by George Jl Ruth.
amateur
in
before
and
dau has appeared
M., arrived in the city last night
French consul, tout was rejected. With-ou- t
This morning President Rice again
acquitting
wjill visit friends here for someiper prodwittons here, always
money and unable to return to the
addressed the convention upon the
J. L. Lawrence, representative for himself well.
he sought and secured work
mines,
Miss Phebe Hart, who played the part subject '"The Preacher Himself." In with a news bureau.
the Ricksecker Perfume company, was
Mr. Rice stated that more
a business visitor in Las Vegas today. of a spinster with a sharp tongue, this speech
Then the awakening came. Tramp
was
heroism
Miss
required to be a preacher
well.
Hart
It
put
decidedly
Mr. and Mrs. Harper Harmon, form- did
the streets of the lower East
ing
to
was
of
needed
go
high ideals than
er residents of this city, are visiting plenty of vim Into her acting, and
in search of copy, the appalling
side
there was nothing lacking to make to war with Mexico. Mr. Rice said destitution and filth and general aban
here for a short time. They now
as
that a preacher should have ideals
the character entirely complete.
in Winslow, Ariz.
donment sank deep Into his soul not
To Miss Mabel Baldwin was assigned hilgh as possible and live up to them to depress him, but as an energising,
Mrs. Arthur Lowe of Albuquerque,
and she ac- as near as possible. This address was
formerly a resident of this city, came the leading feminine role,
cojftbatlve stimulant. He set to work
Misses interesting and instructive.
herself
splendidly.
visit
seevral
a
quitted
more backing than his
in last night for
days'
with
This evening at the tabernacle an own scarcely
Enid McGee anJ Gladys Carroon, who
and first the rotten,
with friends and relatives.
earnestness,
to Illustrated lecture will De given under dearth-riddebacM tenement
disap
George T. Ruth of Terrera Haute, appeared as society women, shored
direction of the Christian Women's
hake shops
the
basement
then
Ind., arrived in the city last night for death and with an unhealthy view of
peared,
will be follow
an extended visit He is attending the life, were successful m depicting the Board of Missions and
then Mulherry Bend and the Old Five
ed by an address by Frank E. Lewis,
is
Their
them.
acting
roles
assigned
Christian church convention.
Points, with their squalor and crime,
donn with a naturalness that is re secretary of the American Christian were transformed Into a recreation
Colonel R. E. TwitoheU-return- ed
on
the subject nark.
Missionary society,
last night from Santa Fe, where he freshingand both are pretty.
Following al this, and one
Mission Field." The
has been on business for. the past few - One lady in the audience was heard "The American
supose he had already done
might
to remark to her husband that LeRoy atetndance at the convention is in enough for one man) he started the
,
days.
session while dele
San Goldsmith of Espanola, N. M., Brown, who handled) the role of a mod: creasing at each
crusade against impure water, which
are
daily.
gates
arriving
cute
arrived in Las Vegas last night and ern literary man, was "mighty
culminated In the bringing of
Visitors from Albuquerque, Roswell, finally
will be a ibusiness visitor here for She struck the proper phrase, for Brown
fhe Croton water, into New York.
El Paso, Raton, Tucumcari,
some time.
,
certainly demonstrated ability to "get Clovis,
Realizing that health is the best alTerre
Ind., and Cincinnati, O.,
Haute,
He
in
of
with
his part
nifty style.
Mrs. Alfred Long and children
away"
to education, and that sunshine and
ly
in the city looked good, too, in stage makeup are already in the city, while others play are the greatest inducers of good
Espanola, N M arrived
'
to attend the
last night and will visit Mrs.' . V. Frank H. H. Roberts, Jr., depicted the will arrive this evening
health, he engineered the passage
' ;
convention.
some
writer,
struggling
time.
hardworking literary
Long for
through the legislature of a bill proCharles A. Speiss left this afternoon for a position. Like Landau, Roberts
viding that ho achoolhouse should be
for points in Germany where he ex has appeared in amateur theatricals
built without adequate play grounda
pects to be for the next six weeks or here frequently, and seems to grow JACOBO LUCERO
The difficulties of thla task, only apbetter with each appearance. '
more. He will visit relatives.
pear when it is remembered how sorHoward B, Petersen was a typical
Mrs. B. Potts and son of Denver,
did and morbid politics was in New
secretary and confidential
Colo., and Mrs. L. E. Gise of Raton middle-age- d
LODGED IN JAIL York during the early "90s.
So much, and more, thla one man
arrived in the city yesterday and will man, grayed in the service and loyal to
visit their mother, Mra C. Crowley, his employer. ,. His interpretation of
did! His manner was gentte as a
his part waB correct Frej Hagelberg,
in an lid World way,
for some time.
MAN WHO IS ACCUSED OF KILLING child's, courtly
he went and whoever
Flladelfo Baca, assistant superin- blonde and tall, was excellent in- de
and
wherever
PACHECO
TO
IS SENT
SARO
tendent of public instruction, left this pleting the character of a blase young
he met he left a dinging, softening
MORA
A
Sanman
world.
at
of the
afternoon for his headquarters
influence. This in peace. On the war- hlghlyeducated
ta Fe ofter a several days' visit in man, a booklover and impractical, was Jacobo Lucero, who is accused of path he was fearless; under fire a
the character portrayed by E. Roy
veritable thunderbolt this city.
the murder of Saro Pacheco at Wagon
Miss Ethel Creaghe of Lamar, Colo., Thomason, who did
it exceedingly Mound
Monday night, was brought to
TODAY'S BA8EBALL
arrived in the city last night from the well. Theodore Skinner had nothing Las
Vegas yesterday evening by Bias
American League
southern part of the state, where she to do but take orders from the rest
Sanchez. This morning the man was
at New York. ,
has been visiting and will remain In 6f the cast ibeing "James," a servant
Chicago
the
Sheriff
in
Pat
custody of
SL Louis at Philadelphia.
this city for some time 'before? return- Skinner was properly submissive and placed
ricio Sanchez of Mora county, who took
said little and so it may be said he
Detroit at Washington
ing to her home.
him to Mora and placed him in Jail.
Cleveland at Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Lewis will leave made a success of his part
The man, after a hearing before
The stage settings and properties
this evening for Oklahoma City, Okla.,
Mound justice of the peace yesNational League
where they will be for some time. Mrs. were extensive, and were unusually pre Wagon
was bound over, to the grand
terday,
Boston at St. Louis.
tentloua for a home talent production.
Lewis probably will remain there
His bond was fixed at $5,000,
Brooklyn at Pittsburgh.
summer, while Mr. Lewis, will ThgQinpleteness of equipment show jury.
which
he was unable to give.
New York at .Chicago.
ed a careful observance of detail that
return ahead of her.
N. J. Hynes and R. H. Duncan of was surprisingly delightful.
Philadelphia at Cincinnati.
RITCHIE LOSES BOUT
To Mlsa May Ross, instructor in
El Porvenlr came in yesterday even
Federal League
ing to attend the class play of the English and dramatic art at the Nor
Milwaukee, Wis., May 27. Charlie
at Buffalo.
Kansas
Is
suc
due
credit
1914
the
of
for
of
City
the
mal,
Normal
Univergreat
,lass
White, of Chicago, decisively defeated
Sd Loula at Baltimore.
sity. They will will leave tonight for cess of the production. Miss Ross Is Willie Ritchie, of California, in a
a visit with relative In Chicago and possessed of great dramatic talent and
Chicago at Brooklyn.,.
boxing bout in Milwaukee last
seems unusually endowed with the night. White outfought the westerner-- Indianapolis at Pittsburgh..
Detroit, respectively.
faculty of developing the hest talent in almost all of the rounds.
Western League
in others. Undoubtedly the cast of "A
STEAMER TRAVERSES CANAL
The Chlcagoan was credited by
Denver at St, Joseph.
Bacelor's Romance" are talented young newspaper critics with having the betNew York, May 27. The steamer people, but It is to Miss Ross that
ter of six of the ten rounds, two were Lincoln at Des Moines.
Colon, wharved today from Cristobal, credit must be given, for developing declared even and the Californlan was
Topeka at Sioux City.
hrought the first freight that came it to its highest degree and fitting it
Wichita at Omaha.
given the second and third rounds.
through the Panama Canal. The car into the proper niches. So well was Under ther Wisconsin law no decision
go' consisted of 21,000 sacks of sugar this done that It seemed each actor could be
Manager' Griffith of the Washington
given by the referee.
and was towed through the canal on was exactly fitted for the part assignteam
as signed Douglas eff, captain
White took the lead in the first
harges. It is the first cargo to pay ed hlm.4 Miss JloeVliaeVscbre'd many round and had the San
and,; shortstop of the University of Vir
Francisco boy
through freight
,..
,,
successes in .her.: work laLa. Vegas, backing away from a volley of left ginia nine. ,
hand punches to the head. Ritchie's
right feye' was closed early in the1 contest and when the lightweight champion left the ring he was a sorry looking tit!eYholder.
Ritchie bled profusely from the
fTose and mouth as a result of White's
EVERY LAS VEGAS
under all State and Natipnal Pure
left
hooks.
The
damaging
Chlcagoan
Food Laws. You can pay
fought the; cleaner battle. He seemed
higher price, but you cannot get
to have better Judgment of distance
and scored repeatedly with left hooks
baking powder that will raise
Ik
to the head.
nicer, lighter biscuits, cakes and
The lightweight champion used a
or that is any ' more
AT THE
right swing to the pead as his most
Eastry,
eaithtul.
damaging blow:.
There was not a knockdown during
the
ten rounds, hut White staggered
Your money back if K
fails to
the champion in, the first with right
please you. Try a can at our risk.
and left punches to the Jaw,,
SUNDAY
They made 135 pounds, the stipulated weight at 5 o'clock, easily.
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Baltimore
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St Louis
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Chicago
Kansas City
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Indianapolis .
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St. Joseph
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Denver V .
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Sioux City
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Wichita
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National League
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At Boston
R.H.E. es accuse Baca of
3 6 1 are vigorous In their denunciation of
Cleveland .
2 7 3 the superintendent They.sj;
preferBoston
Batteries : James, Blandlng, Gregg red by a man at Albuqueruet
and Bassler, Crisch, Foster, Bedient,
AERONAUTS ARE DROWNED
Leonard and Carrlgan.
Swinemuende, Germany, May 27.At New York
R, H. E. An unidentified ..balloon,,,, apparently
Chicago
......2 11 2 with several aeronauts, on oard, deNew York
1 6 1 scended at sea several miles of shore
Batteries: Russell, Benz and Schalk, near here. A pilot boa was dispatched to Investigate.
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Seaton and
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Los Angeles or San Diego, via Santa Fe or El Paso

At Buffalo
Kansas City
Buffalo

Los Angeles or San Diego, via Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo and Salt Lake, in either direction - $55.00

i)if..'-

R.H.E.
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6

8
8

1

0

Batteries: Krapp and Blair; Pack
ard, and Easterlay1.
R. H.E.
At Pittsburgh '
4 10 0
Indiapapolls
5 14 0
.
Pittsburgh
'
Batteries: Billard, Harter and Rari- '
den; tSarger and Roberts.

SUPERINTENDENT IS ACCUSED
Santa Fe, May 27. Charges more
vehement than serious were filed today with the department of education
against, Couaty Superintendent Satur- -

$48.50

.

.

San Francisco, via above routes
$55.00
San ranciaco
$63.40
San Francisco, via Portland or Seattle In either direction
$77,60
San Francisco On special days and for shorter limit this route
can be used for
$72,50
Make your trip complete by a visit to the Grand Capyon of
Arizona. Side , ride from, Williams, Ariz., for
$7,.9
Tickets are first class, liberal etop overs permitted.
information at ticket office or hy writing m

D. L.
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TR.UST CO.

Since its organization thii Bank has consistently and constantly devoted its efforts to the npbildlng of
a safe and conservative banking Institution.
Its constant and steady growth Is conclusive evidence that its effort! are appreciated by the banking
public. Hundreds of satisfied customers are now on our books, but there is ample space for more We endeavor, to give our patrons the best of banking service In all lines. Ask the man, woman, firm or corporation that favors THE PEOPLES BANK AND TRUST COMPANY,
fcllc!1- I
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LIE FAR OUT FROM THE
THEY
MAINE COAST SORT OF VEN-ICOF THE OCEAN
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T3he

LOBBY

RESTAURANT

AND

CAFF

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
TOT BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLE

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

COLUMN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD, Nft
102 Meets every
A. M. Regular comMonday night
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas arena
In 8 o'clock.
third Thursday
Visiting members at- mm
each month. Visiting dia:iy welcome. J. C. Werts, FreaV
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; fi,
vited.. Guy M. Cary, W. M, H, S. Van Bally, Treasurer.
-

Bangor, May 27. The parish of the
Rev. Alexander P. McDonald, Maine'

.

CLASSIFIED ADVERseacoast missionary, la composed alTISEMENTS
most entirely of Islands about a thousand in number scattered from
Bay to Klttery Point, and Flv cents per line each Insertion.
lying for the most part far off shore, Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
out of the path of steamers. On these No ad to occupy less space than two
All advertisements
charged
islands, many of which are mere rock lines
will
be
booked at spice actually set
or
in
the
sea, live,
rather, exist,
specks
about 12,000 persons, few of whom without regard to number of words.
ever see the mainland, and nearly all Cash In advlnce preferred.
of whom are utterly ignorant of what
goes on in the world. Sailing a boat
and catching fish is the sum total of
their accomplishments.
They live upon fish and by fishing.
There is not enough soil upon most of
the Inlands to give root to a hill of
beans, so farming is an art unheard of,
The boys begin to fish when they are
eight or nine years old and go on fish
OPTICS NUMBER, MAIN L
ing until they die, which usually is at
a good old age. Many more past 70 are
to be found among these islands who
are as able physically as the ordinary
man of SO; decrepit fishermen la
100 BUFF ROCK CHICKENS $10.
rarity. They live the simple life and
60, $5.50; 25, $3.00.
Cash with or-have few ailments.
der. Will treat you right Mrs.
A man who turns out at 4 o'clock in
Maggie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kans.
the morning, eats corn bread, fried fish
and coffee, rows a dory ten to 20 miles
and cleans fish for two or three hours FOR SALE White Leghorn eggs;
75o per setting. A. M. Dearth, 316
when he gets home usually eats well
National
avenua
and sleeps well. He is not 'bothered
seldom
he
by dyspepsia,
gets any
whiskey, and he doesn't ruin his eyes
with midnight reading. Uusually he
Isn't much of a reader, and In any
WANTED Good girl for general
event he hasn't.much to read.
housework. Mrs. H. G. Coors, 620
While primtive conditions of life are
to be found in many of these small
Washington Ave.
island communities lack of education
small idea of religion, rude habitation,
coarse manners and all the depriva
tions and discomforts that poverty and
isolation Impose it is not true, as PIANO for rent. Inquire 417 Eighth.
some writers have said, that deplor
able conditions of immorality exist run KENT Furnished rooms for
light housekeeping. 921 Lincoln.
generally or in many localities among
them. Cultivation and great prosperity
are scarcely to be expected among FOR RENT Desirable residence, five
rooms kitchen, toilet, bath and celpeople who have lived for generations
lar, 60x150 lot, 902 Fourth street
upon islands, which, except In summer
Open for inspection, phone Saul Ro
time, are almost Inaccessible, but these
senthal, 726 Seventh street.
fisherfolk on the rocky fringe of the
sea are far from being the degraded
FOR RENT Suite of rooms In mod.
beings they have been pictured by
ern home, also single room; cannot
some summer visitors.
to consumptives. 1034 Eighth
rent
The Rev. Mr. McDonald goes about
street
Phone Main 60s.
in
them
a fine motorboatv furamong
nished by Mrs. John S. Kennedy of
KJSMT-Furni-shed
room; strict
New York, and while he has found tvR
first
ly
best
location on
class;
instances
of
many
ptiful poverty and
Seventh street; no health seekers.
ignorance and suffering, his experiApply T, Optic.
ence in his work
moral uplift has
been very encouraging, he says. That
B'OR RENT
brick house, bath
they have not fallen entirely Into savelectrio lights, range. $15
toilet,
is
of
Itself
agery
proof of strong charInvestment and Agency Cor
acter.
Main 40. 603 Lincoln Ave.
poration,
not
Is
It
many years since the dwellers of the big Island of Monhegan
saw their first cow. Up to the time
when Monhegan was discovered by the
artist tourist the Inhabitants of that FOUND Bracelet Owner may have
same by calling at Bacharach's and
great rock in ;the sea were primtive
paying for adv.
indeed. But a few years of contact
with civilization changed all that, and
HUNKER & HUNKER
many a Monheganite who used to be
content to catch a certain number of George A. Honxer. Chester A. Hutu
Attornsys-at-Lalobsters In a season Is now the proLas Vegas,
New Mexlea
of
summer
prietor
boarding house
or "hotel," has a piano and other ex
pensive things in his home, and would i
DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
h:s' i a motor car if there were any
Osteopathic Physician
road upon which to drive it.
Office Crockett Building
The hardest part of life on the out Office Hours 9 to 12 a, mv 1 to S p. m.
lying islands is that when a doctor is
Residence Phone Main 384
needed It is almost Impossible to get
one. Even in good weather medical
OR. F. B. HUXMANN
assistance is to be had only by means
Dsntlst
of a long and expensive trip in a moDental work of any description at
tor or sail boat, and often the weather
moderate prices
conditions are such that the ablest Room 1, Center Block. Office Phont
boat could not live In the sea. The
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411
women bear the brunt of all the hard
East Las Vegas. New Mexico
Ehips, but these Island women are ex
ceptionally rugged.
Profeslonal Health Culture for Ladles
Whatever their shortcomings In oth
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
er directions, there Is one thing the General
Massage, Hair and Scalp
men of these sea isles can do better
, Treatment Facial Massage, ManK
than anybody else they can sail a
cure, Chiropody.
boat to perfection.
8team Laundry Building
Phone Vegas 128
WILL VISIT. CAPITAL
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
Santa Fe, May 27. The matter of
entertainment for the new Mexico EdMONUMENT CO
ucational association, which ' to to
.
Albuquerque, N. M.
come to Santa Fe after Its adjourn
215 E. Central
ment at Albuquerque the day before
23 Tears Practical Experience.
Thanksgiving, will be taken tip at a E. A. JONES
W. VT, BOWERS
special meeting of the Chamber of
Commerce called for Friday evening.
The way Charley Hersog's Cincin
It is. 'proposed to arrange for trips to
the cliff dwellings, the Indian pueblos nati Birds have been slamming what
and to other points of scenic Interest are supposed to be regular ball teams
An intercollegiate football game is to la unfair to the other National leagu
ers. Herzog knows well enough that
be arranged for Thanksgiving Day.
the critics have placed the Reds down
there somewhere and they should be-SubscriDe ror The Optra.
liare.
RATES
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For Rent
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LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY,

Laif

yf-

k33kdar

I

Meets first and third Vaeft
day evenings each month at WeoS
men hall. Visiting brothers cordis
ly invited to attend. C. N. Douglas
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary

NO. 2,

ATI
I fciwr Lira w.
a tCUOI

conclave

-.

T-

JVPfi
Tsas-da- y

In each meat
at Ma- sonlo Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr, H.
M. smith, B. C; Ch&s. Tamme, Re-

corder.

LOCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con

vocation first Monday In
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7: SO p. m. p. No.
a, Brinegar, H. P.:"r. O. No.
No.
lood, Secretary.

East Bound
Arrive'

I..

7:20
11:54
2:25
1:35

4..
8..

O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Meets erery Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All oitino- No.
brethren cordially Invite to attend. No.
iiTieaenBtine. N. G.; A. T. Rogers, No.
V. O.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl No.
Werts, Treasurer: C. V. Hediooct
I.

Deasrt

p. m
p. m

7:45 a. m
11:51 p. a
3:39 a. m
2:0 a. m

a. m
p. m
Wtst Bound

It..

No.
4.

Arrive
lees

-

I....

1:10
6:35
4:20
1:35

m.....

p.

a. m
p. m

6:4a a. m
4:31 9.
7:0t . at

m

p.

Detail
t. n

1:3S

'

Cemetery Trustee.

P. o. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks" home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially Invited. Wm. H. Springer, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.
B.

For YOU!
This elegant Rogers'

Silver Spoon

KNIGHT3 AND LADIES OF SECURITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
O. R. C. hall, Douglas avenue, on the

-- if you use

EMPRESS

first and third Tuesdays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladles always welcome. O. L. Freeman) President; Miss Cora Montague,
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
Sixth street East Las Vegas, N. M.

FLOUR
It ' giving you
a present for doing something
you 'd do any

L. O. O. MOOSE

Meets second and
fourth
Thursday evening eacb
month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially Invited. Howard 1.
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Um Secretary.
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 84t
I. O. of B.
Meets every llrst Tuesday of the month In the' vestry rooms
uf Temple Monteflore at I o'clock
m. Visiting brothers are
cordially In
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charles
Greenclay, Secretary.

way when you
learn how Much
Belter EMPRESS

FLOUR really,

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherij

is.

Made by GERMAN PROCESS

a

I

J

I

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE-2-CESTAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT '$
GENUINE WM.
R0GEPS &
A A
SONS'
STANDARD
S ILVER

K

Love at Woodmen of the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays ol
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Local Deputy.
Vlsltlni
Montague,
members are especially welcome ens'
cordially invited.

FRENCH-1RE- Y
(STER-

LING) FINISH

KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL NO. 804. Meets second and
earth Thursday In O. R. C. hall,

Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially Invited. Richard Devlne,
G. K.; Frank Angel F. S.
--

-

JONES-BOWEA-

'

Petten. Secretary.

EMPRESS
can be oK.

I

tained in this city from

9

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

2,000 lbs., or Mors, Each Del vary .
1,000 lbs, to 2,008 lbs., Each Delivery
200
to 1,000 lbs. Each Dsllvsry
60 lbs, to 200 Iba Each Dsllvsry
Less than 6t lbs. Each Delivery

M.M.v.te per 1N

(as.
25c par 1H las,
Sic per 1M Ike.

.

lb,

4o

.M.ISo

per 1H
par 1N

lk.
Ibe,

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Btorera, asd Distributors ef Nattral fee, the Parity wm
Listing Qualities el Wfelefc Have Made Las Vegas famou.
)
OFFICE 711 DOUGLAS AVENUE
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If you have been neglecting to
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subscribe for the Optic NOW IS THE TIHE TO TAKE
THE PLUNGE

FBvQti l"J

ajJtmitnl
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with each yearly subscription Paid In Advance. There is no increase in price. The
Optic will cost you exactly the same as you would pay for it at the monthly rate of 65c
and you get the electric Iron

MJD(WJ(Wil(Bl

IFTWOS

THESE IRONS are under an absolute guarantee by the Las Vegas Light and Power
Co. They have been given a 64 DAY TEST Think of It! FIFTEEN HUNDRED AND
THIRTY SIX HOURS OF STEADY CURRENT and still as good as new.
THE OPERATING EXPENSE is about the same as the cost of fuel in ironing the
old way.
THE DIFFERENCE IS that with a Williams Electric you turn the switch and in
THREE MINUTES the iron is ready to use. AH the heat is concentrated on the
iron, not a bit of it escapes, you can iron without interruption until you are through, and
the IRON IS HOT. Whereas, by the old method, youwiilburn a bucketfull of coal getting
the irons ready to use and heat up the whole house in the meantime, tramp back and forth after fresh irons and
to pour bucketfull after bucketfull of coal into your already red hot stove and YOU ARE HOT while YOUR IRONS
YOU ARE COOL while

ARE COOL.

i

The Optic for

lobor

saving-convenien-

ce

l

whole yeajr said this
is only

You may Bring your check to the Optic Office and get your iron.
and the Electric Iron will be delivered to your door.

Mail it or give it to the Carrier
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TONIGHT
The Vegas Theatre

The Browne
The Perils

NOW FOR PRESERVING

BUY

ot

.

Per Tray

WILL CLOSE STORES
was announced today by the firm
of E. Rosenwald and Son that their

NICE ONES

' '

"

-

;

2 at Azure Milk Pans-- 4 qt Azure Milk Pana
'Medium size Sauce

'

15c each

Va2tl

Large glze Sauce
Wash Basins
No. 2 Berlin KettlesNo 3 Berlin Kettles
No. 101 Tea PoU

--

-

30c each
25
acn
each
each
'
45c each

HJ-S5c-

..

Eyyliruwanteed.
it.95

at White

Mountain Freezera-jii-i.-- ,,
at White Mountain Freezers Cook's Dance Floor Wax one pown
Brass King Wash Boards
....---SOcea75 ft Wire Clothes Lines

-

12.95

.35c

each

ch

m

Page Sample Furniture Co.

407-6t- h

Not "Heavier Than Air
but lighter are the bread,
cakes, biscuits, etp., baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a sack of it and see how
your reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
high class flours but Is worth
more as no other Is fully
equal to it Order a sack

'She Las Vegas

Roller Mills
...

f

'

Jefferson Reynolds. President
I S. B. Davis. Vice President
E. D. Reynolds. Vice President
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant vjjbdict.
Hallot Reynolds, Cashier.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
s
fs OF LAS VEGAS.

lamps

at

Pure Moca & Java 45c per lb.
Yuban Coffee - 45c per lb.
Shilling's best - 40c per lb.

Prendent Coffee

7:34

Old Taylor Whiskey, and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv,

-

per lb.

40c

Tea
Upton's, Shilling's Best
and Tetley's.

,

Robert Hartlas entered fthe employ
of the CenterBlock Drug comply as
a clerk.

'
THE BEST
l
"
IN THE MARKET .i
'
IN ALL CLASSES

A fancy oi of Liggett's clocblaTes
will be appreclatedi by Sweet Girl
Graduates.Adv.

J" You

bulid- -'

'

;

J

jh

....,.

,

H.aYQRK

GROCER

BAKER

This Week's List of Second Hand Cars
1913 Model
1913 Model

ENCAMPMENT

Hupmoil
Hupmohe
F"

1914

Model

1912

Model Bulck,

4U--- -

850- -

rfn

$500

3D

.

r'-

N; M.

and Undivided iProIUs, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
Me prepared to five theest

'.

:

1

Interest Psld on Tlnto Dcpr?U

-

$500

i

--

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.
"
;

LAS VEGAS

:

FORMERLY
FORD SALES

COMPANY

j

TOLL ON SATURDAY
SOL
OF DEPARTED
MEMORIES
DIERS WILL BE RECALLED
ON MEMORIAL DAY

Saturday noon from 12 o'clock un
til 12:05 o'clock the National En
campment bells will be tolled in honor of Memorial Day. All members of
the G. A, R. and all patriotic citizens
will remain standing with uncovered
heads during1 this slhort service.
AH flags in the city are ordered to
be hung at half mast on this day, and
it is hoped that the citizens of Las
their efforts toward
Vegas will
the proper observande of the dayi At
three o'clock Saturday afternoon Sher
man Post No. 1, G. A. R. will go in a
tody to the cemeteries to decorate the
graves of their departed comrades.
The G. A. R. Memorial Day public
services wil be used at this ceremony.
The public is invited.
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at
the Duncan opera house the Memorial
services will be held, and all citizens
are urged to attend. The program is

,Mr. and Mrs. W. N. Rosenthal will
be at home Sunday evening between
the hours of 7 o'clock iitd 9 o'clock
'Don't fail to see Series 12 of "Our
in honor of the confirmation of their
Mutual
Girl" Sunday. Mutual thea
son, Edwin Rosenthal.
ter. Advi,
Silver Bags for commencement
Mrs. Bertha Regensberg will be at
gifts at Murphey's Drug Store. Adv. bonie on
Sunday afternoon from 2:30
to 6 o'clock, m honor of the
o'clock
moun
own
our
meat
from
Real bear
confirmation of her daughter, Miss
tains, killed by the noted hunter, S. Alice.
didn't
kill,
L. Fisher, and chicken he
for Sunday dinner, at El Porvenir.-- y
Initial correspondence cards for
: ('
'I
Adv.
commencement gifts at Murphey
Store. Adt.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, (aged Drug
to
the
from
distillery
in wood. Direct
Reports from the orchard districts
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
are to the effect that the fruit in San
Mora counties has not
follows:
Manuel A. Sanchez, assessor of San Miguel and
in the least by the cold Medley Overture "America"
been
damaged
Miguel county, and Patricio Sanchez,
weaUwr of the spring. The apple
Las Vegas Symphony Orchestra
sheriff of Mora county, have purchaswill be unusually large.
crop
to
do
.
Call to Order
,
ed Ford automobiles and expect
Comrade F. E. Olney, Post Com
their driving by gasoline power inYoung Duran, who is matched to
mand, G. A. R.
stead of by horsepower in the future.
fight Mickey Donahue at Raton Sat- Song, "America," Orchestra Accom
will leave tomorrow
Audience, all standing
Send a nice box of Liggett's Candy urday evening,
paniment
for that plaoe, Duran will be accom- Invocation-Reto
the
Norman Skinner, Dl. D.
with your congratulations
his manager, J. M. Lucero,
panied
by
Adv.
Graduate.
Girl
Sweet
Selected, "Sweetly Rest"
and by his chief trainer, I,eo Armijo.
Baptist Male Quartette
Address
and Introduction
Short
Relatives of Ronald D. Davidson,
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Gaines of Gras- who formerly lived In Las Vegas and
Judge D. J. Leahy
New Hampshire, are the parents
Memorial Sermon
was employed by the Wells Fargo Ex- niere,
of a baby daughter, born to them a
Rev. S. Alonw) Bright, D. D.
press company, have written here in
to an an
an effort to locate him.' The young short time ago, according
Selection, "Meditation"
man was last seen in California. His nouncement received here. Mrs. Gaines
Las Vegas Symphony Orchestra
was Miss Bertha Sundt of
relatives reside in Colorado City. Any formerly
Song, "Nearer My God, to Thee":
Audience standing, all singing
one knowing Davidson's whereabout this city.
Rev. J. Milton Harris
Benediction
is requested to notify The Optic.
At the meeting of the l.as Vegas
In view of the present unhappy con
lodge of Elks last night it was decid dition of this
country, bordering on
Liggett's Chocolates for the Sweet ed
that the entire membership would war, the meeting that will be held
at Murpney s urus
Girl Graduate
turn out to a body on Decoration Day
Store. Adv.
Sunday afternoon has been specially
to decorate the graves of departed
arranged to demonstrate the loyalty
of the order. Further details
of the public, not only to. the divine
Arrangements have ben completed members
will be announced later.
to
be
nlgnt
Monday
dance
given
a
law, but the laws of the government
for
and state, and respect for thei flag.
at the Fraternal Brotherhood hall by
Mrs. Maude Smifli of Portaleg has
With this in consideration the citi
the Tres Moutarde Danaant A large
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts that zens of La
notified
Vegas are urged to attend
attendance ia expected at this affair.
she will attend the summer session of In
which will toe the first dance to occur
large numbers the services to be
the New Mexico Normal University!, held at the opera house.
,
for several weeks. The membership
She will1 bring with; r eigjht people
who
at
of $his club includes all those
from her, town. ,Many other people
tended the dances formerly grven at
HARVEY'S IS OPEN
are coming from the southern part of
the Comercial club rooms.
the state.
34th Beason of this famous moun
tain resort Carriage out every SatTnltial box naner tor commence
The Normal University band and a urday morning, returning following
ment gifts at Murphey's Drug Store.
number of pretty girls t representing, Friday; charge, including passage
Adv. - ;
the station toi botliil fiisjtlO.; Special rates for longi instfeution-'tisitewelcomed Superintendent of er Uail lAddress East Las Vegas,
and
day
were
being'
Arrangements
N. White to Box B. Leave orders at Murphey's
this afternoon for a .big automobile Public Instruction Alvan
Miss Man- or Plaza hotel. Adv.
Mrs.
and
White
this.
city.
In
,
tomorrow
morning;
ride to be given
Mr.
White to
ette
Myers 'accompanied
honor of the delegates attending the
TAX NOTICE
Texas convention of this city;'.
New Mexico-Wethe Churches of Christ The Commer-cia- l V:v
On the first day of May, the second
After a hearing before judge David
club is making the arrangements
half
of the 1913 taxes will become
and probably.., wllj: have seven ort eight J. Leahy yesterday afternoon Juan due. All takes' not
paid before June
Mora
a
county,
resident
,of
machines B ,ive th visitors a' Jolly Abeytia,
to
a penalty.
be
will
1
subject
was committed to the New Mexico
ride about "the city."
ROMERO,
EUGENIO
Was
Abeytia
for
Insane.
the
Hospital
Treasurer,
County
Mora
by
t9
brought
com
Las,
Parisian "Ivory Novelties for
Vejra:ni
Mora
of
mencement gifts at Muhphey's Drug Sheriff Patricio Sanchez
county.
Store. Adv.
Subscribe for The Open

Parlor or Kitchen
'J

;

dining room, bedroom or
our care and readiness to provide suitable
furniture for all. ' If you
prefer a showy set we have
it.Jf your taste leans to
qtuet effects, we can supply suites of that character.
To "brief" it, as lawyers
put it, we have everything
in the furniture line that's
worth while.

hall-it'-

k.I.....!X.....U

s

J. C. Johnsen & Son
''COMPLETE FURNISHERS OF THE HOME."

TIRES AID TUBES

v.

For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed :f or the auto
Non-Ski-

h

n

S

ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP

I

1

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

,.'

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

Yoo would

.

of service

$600

.

-

Marlon 40
Vlele 30

$900

BELLS

d

Capital $it,0:Surplus

SEE US
Real Bargains aJl the Time

;,;

..

,,

will .want jced coffee
or tea soon. ., Buy now and
have it when you want it.

J.

puptabllahment on the , West side
would be closed Saturday . fspm 12
o'clock noon until 6 o'clock in the
evening In honor of Memorial Day.
Several business men on this side are
anxious to close their Mores onjhis
will
day, and it ia likely an agreement
be reached that will permit of all the
estaMilsbmente being closed. It is
probable that a number of the West
side business bouses will follow the
move made by Rosenwald and Son. f

IF YOU WANT AN AUTOMOBILE

1

ome
This is just a few of our regular prices.
on
any purchase.
in, we can save you money

Vegas 114

Light automobile
o'clock this, evening.

F. F. Zummach, carpenter and
er. Phone Mam aoz. aq.

Remember this is (he best grade three coat enamel
ware on the market.
1
3

1

Carnations and wreaths for DecPhone
oration Day at Thornhill's.
'
Adv.
5352.
Purple

'fff

-

COFFEE & TEA

Books for commencement gifts at
Murphey's Drug Store. Ah t.

Regillar Prices.
-

It

Eegulai dance Wednesday night at
Hill. Adv.

STEARNS' STORE
Vm 'Of Page's

With the Burglar's Help
Biograph Comedy

LOCAL NEWS
F. B.

Kalem

'2-roel

Tonight O n.l y

TF you are not prepared to do your
preserving now, let us know what
we will keep
you want to put up, and
you posted on the market.

r'

Dr. Frank 1L H. Roberts announced

Castaneda hotel in honor of Felix
Martinez would begin promptly at 8
u
There will be aoout
o'clock.
will
be
short,
The
speeches
guests.
so that business men may get away
by shortly after 9 o'clock at the latest

Hod Raspberries

A

The result of the local option elec
tion at San Miguel yesterday could not
be learned today. The ballot boxes
and report of the Judges are expected
to arrive here tomorrow.

this afternoon that the breakfast to
be given tomorrow morning at the

The Detective's Sister

PAULINE

z.

W4.

27.

be Interested

In Goring

-

st

:

.

.

At

3

Z:z2

cf

to C:st olftcjLtj ESfcMe

J

Dean Frank Caroon and Professor
Francis EE Kelfey entertained the members of the cast of "A Bachelor's- Romance" at La Casa de Ramona last
night The affair began shortly after
11 o'clock, when, the actors and actresses had divested themselves of
their etage makeups, and was not concluded until about 1 o'clock. Members
of the faculty were included among
f
the guests.
-

FOR PREPARING

-

HIE GCAAF

u

HAYVAOD CO.STORE

Iford was received here is after
noon of the death of John W. Sullivan
at Stover's? camp on the Pecos. Mr.

TOO LATE TV CLASSIFY

Lady's black morocco hand
Return to Mrs. J. M. Cunning
ham. Reward.

LOST
bag.

Sullvan was one of the prominent
democrats of New Mexico. For sev
eral years he had charge of the Hagan
coal fields near Albuquerque. Mr,.
competent
Sullivan was about 45 years of age. WANTED Position . fcy
young man stenographer and type
Death was caused by liver trouble.
writer for part of - day. Inquire
N

PIANO TUNING
In Las Vegas about

I shall be

.Com. Down and Visit with
v us end Set's

&et

acquainted.

a:

Visitors Always Welcome.

Opltic.

June

Two tun FIR SALE About 10 tons of extra
Fancy writing paper, tor commence- 15. Best city references.
quality oat straw.' .. Hi S. Maurice,
ment gifts at Murphey's Drug Store. nine the year for S5. Notice given on
Sapellp.
K.
Eichman.
arrival.
Otto
Adv.
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